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METHOD, SYSTEM AND USER INTERFACE FOR CREATING AND DISPLAYING 

OF PRESENTATIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

(0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/354,984, filed June 15,2010, which is incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BRJgF PESCWgnON-PF THE.EIGUBSS
[0002] FIGURES 1-5 and 15-16 are figures describing various systems and methods of 

multiple embodiments of the invention.

[0003] FIGURES 6-14 and 17-77 illustrate various screen shots and examples related to 

multiple embodiments of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL EMBODIMENTS

[0004] FIGURE 1 illustrates a system 100 for creating (e.g., defining), playing back and

otherwise interacting with information presentations comprising interactive and non-

interactive information, according to one embodiment The system 100 allows at least one

person to: define and/or edit and/or interact with at least one information presentation (e.g., 

either before a user views the information presentation (sometimes referred to as "predefined" 

or "on-demand") and/or at the same time a user views the information presentation 

(sometimes referred to as "real-time”)); view the defined information presentation; update

and/or control the information presentation (c.g^ cither before the user views the 

information presentation and/or at the same time a user views the information presentation); 

interact With the information presentation; edit the information presentation; interact in real 

time (e.g., synchronously, live) with other users of the system and users of the information
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presentation; or interact in non-real time (e.g., asynchronously) with other users of the system 

and users of the information presentation; or any combination thereof hcrcinto referred to as 

the "capabilities of the system". An information presentation can be defined in system 100 

by utilizing a plurality of assets. The plurality of assets can comprise non-interactive assets 

or interactive assets. The non-interactive assets 305 (see FIGURE 3) (which can be assets 

that are not interactive with either another person, system 100, or another system) can 

comprise real time assets 315 and/or non real-time assets 320. The real-time assets 315 can 

comprise: real time information streams, real-time audio streams, at real-time video streams, 

or any combination thereof. The non real-time assets 320 can comprise; at least one time

based file (e.g., audio file, video file, multimedia file), or at least one document file (e.g., 

Microsoft Office Document, Word document, PDF, Excel, Visio, Flash, slide-show 

presentation), at least one image file (e.g., picture), or any combination thereof. The 

interactive assets 310 (which are assets that can be interactive with another person (e.g., 

user), system 100, or another system) can comprise widgets.

(0005] The widgets can comprise at least one text chat widget, at least one audio/video

chat widget, at least one asset browser widget, at least one discussion widget, at least one 

audio recording/playback widget, at least one video recording/playback widget, at least one 

stream recording/playback widget, at least one audio/video editing widget, at least one 

document viewing widget, at least one document editing widget, at least one linking widget, 

at least one activity widget, at least one slide show editingMewing widget, at least one 

diagram editing/viewing widget, at least one drawing suite widget, at least one whiteboard 

widget, at least one polling widget, at least one survey widget, at least one assessment widget, 

at least one spreadsheet widget, at least one user list widget, st least one source code viewing 

and editing widget, at least one tracking widget, at least one glossary widget, at least one 

screen sharing and/or screen recording widgeL at least one wiki widget, at least one
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bookmark widget, at least one calculator widget, at least one presentation index widget, at 

least one layers widget, at least one integrations widget, or at least one third party platform 

interactive widget, or any combination thereof. It should be noted that any widget can be 

provided using third-party software. In addition, those of ordinary skill will see that any 

widget functions) can be combined with any other widget function(s) to form other widgets. 

[0006] Referring to FIGURE 1, in one embodiment, server (e.g., host) computer 110 can

communicate over a network 105 (e.g., Intranet, Internet) with client computer 115. A 

creation/playback application 120 can be accessed by a user utilizing the client computer 115 

and/or the server computer 110. The creation/playback application 120 can support a number 

of modes which include, but are not limited to: editor mode, nm-time/playback mode, record 

mode, or collaborate mode, or any combination thereof. Those of ordinary skill in the art will 

see that many other modes can be created and implemented by the system 100 in We 

creation/playback application 120. The system 100 can be set to be run in multiple modes 

simultaneously and/or use capabilities of the multiple modes simultaneously. The 

creation/playback application 120 can also: use editor mode and editor mode capabilities to 

create and/or edit an information presentation; use runtime mode (e.g., playback mode) and 

runtime mode capabilities to playback an information presentation; use collaborate mode 

and collaborate mode capabilities to sipport collaboration within the application and system 

(above and beyond the inherent real-time capability of any individual asset or widget, such as 

chat or video chat); or use record mode to record any and all state changes to an information 

presentation wherein such stale changes may be played back or further edited; or any 

combination thereof. The capabilities of the modes are further described below, as well as 

illustrated together with the embodiments of the creation/playback application 120 executing 

some of the capabilities of the system 100.
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[0007] In one embodiment, the creation/playback application 120, can run on the server

computer 110 (as shown in FIGURE 1). In alternate embodiments, the creation/playback 

application 120 can run on the client computer 115 or a combination of the server computer 

110 and client computer 115. Thus, any of the modules in the creation/playback application 

120 can reside on the server computer 110 or the client computer 115. For example, in one 

embodiment, some of the modules could reside on the server computer 110 and some on the 

client computer 115. In other embodiments, all of the modules could reside on the server 

computer 110 or the client computer 115.

CREATION/PLAYBACK APPLICATION

[0008] FIGURES 2A and 2B together set forth details of the creation/playback application

120, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, the creation/playback application 

120 can receive information presentation data. Information presentation data can include a 

plurality of assets, assets meta-dala, other mete-data, or state change/time definition data, or 

any combination thereof.

[0009] At this point, it should be noted that state change/time definition data can describe

and/or define a change to the state of the information presentation (including describing 

changes in stale for the creation playhack application itself and describing changes to other 

state change/tune definition objects/date) for a given, point in time. The state change/time 

definition data can specify a state change to be: immediately executed, executed at some 

point in the future, or executed at some point in the past; or any combination thereof. In this 

way, state change/time definition data can collectively and together define an information 

presentation and an information presentation over time, and together with, the 

creation/playback application 120, flexibly accommodate a number of capabilities of the 

system 100.
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[0010] In one example of capabilities, a collection of -state change/timc definition data for 

various points in the past and future can represent an information presentation over time and 

can be received by the creation/playback application. As previously mentioned, state 

change/time definition objects, in addition to defining state changes to both the application 

and to other state change/time definition objects, can define state changes to the information 

presentation, and specifically, state changes as they pertain to the use or state of assets, 

wherein assets, as well as assets meta-data is also received/to be received by the state-time

application. Using such information presentation data as described, the creation /playback 

application 120 can: render the information presentation over time, visually on a timeline 

area and/or playback the information presentation by executing the state change/time 

definition data at the appropriate times, thereby "playing back" the information presentation

(e.g., by actuating, activating, and displaying the assets).

[0011] As previously detailed, state change/time definition data can be of an immediate

run nature; Le., defined to be executed immediately. In the previous example, one use of

immediate run state change/time definition data could be for initialising the application and 

information presentation. The capability of implementing immediate run state change/time 

definition data can support a number of other capabilities of the system. For example, 

immediate run state changes can be used to initialize the application and the information 

presentation into a known state, and can allow for a user, at any point in time, including at the 

application's initialization, to access the information presentation at any point of the 

infoxmation presentation's potential duration, as well as to sync the state of the application 

that may be defined for that point in time. Another example using this capability could be 

where a second user can enter into the application and immediately be synced to the state of 

the application and information presentation of a first user, thereby immediately replicating

exactly what the first user sees at that point in time
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[0012] The creation/playback application 120 can continually listen for, receive, process, 

store and execute all information presentation data, including immediate-run state 

cbange/time definition data. In this way, the state of the creation/playback application 120 

and the information presentation (and all of both of their constituent parts) can be continually 

updated and modified in real-time. By providing for essentially any real time change and any 

real time update, any real-time capability can be achieved, including that of various real-time 

collaborative capabilities, including, but not limited to: real- time capabilities within widgets 

(for instance real-time updates to the text chat widget), real-time viewing of information 

presentations, real-time viewing of many user's devices’ cursor pointers and locations, and 

collaborative editing of information presentations.

[0013] Additional details related to the state cbange/time definition data is further

described below with respect to FIGURE 37.

(0014] Referring back to FIGURES 2A and 2B, the creation/playback application 120 can 

comprise: an application load manager module 205, an editor mode module 210, a run-time 

(e.g., playback) mode module 215, a collaboration mode module 220, a bus/network 

communications I/O manager module 225, a data loaderfinitial application updater module 

230, a central application reference and application programming interface (API) (hereinafter 

referred to as CARA) 235, a user input analyzer and router module 240, a local asset database 

module 245, a local state change and timing database 250, a time controller and manager 

module 255, state change proxy module 260, multicast data broadcaster module 265, asset 

load manager 275, or user interface module 280; <x any combination thereof. Examples of 

capabilities of the system provided for by the creation/playback application 120 are forth® 

documented in a number of usage scenarios presented throughout this document.

[0015] It should be noted that the various components of FIGURES 2A and 2B can 

together enable the various modes of the creation/playback application 120, wherein the
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modes of the application together with the assets can enable the capabilities of the system

100. Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that any of the modules/dalabases discussed in

this application can be combined with any other modules/databases. In addition, those of 

ordinary skill in the art will see that certain functions can be separated from the modules and 

incorporated into other existing modules or new modules. Furthermore, any of the modules 

can be configured to be run on a variety of devices and/or in a variety of different modes. 

[00161 The application load manager module 205 can be an initialization module 

containing all the logic for instantiating and integrating all other modules within the 

creation/playback application 120. The application load manager module 205 can also be 

responsible for helping to coordinate the creation/playback application’s simultaneous 

capabilities using the various modes (e.g., editor mode, run-time mode, collaboration mode, 

etc.). In this way, the application load manager module 205 can execute multiple algorithms 

for such multi-mode capability when needed.

[0017] The editor mode module 210, run-time mode module 215, and collaboration mode 

module 220 can be three or more independent modules (herein referred to collectively as per

mode modules) that can enable the creation/playback application instances to encapsulate, 

expose and/or contain per-mode focused initialization algorithms and per-mode focused 

execution algorithms. Each per mode module can enable the creation/playback application 

120 to be run in its respective mode. In some embodiments, a per-mode module can be run 

separately and independently of any dependency on other per-mode modules, while other

modules (such as the application load manager module 205) can also use various

the application and by users of the application.

[0018] The per-mode modules can receive the CARA 235 and the full creation/playback

application context, and can populate and/or inject custom per-mode
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instructions/functionality and capability into any and all dependent module instances in the 

application. For example, custom handling capability and routines can be provided and/or 

injected into: the timeline area Tenderer module 286 to support timeline area rendering 

capability, or the user input analyzer and router module 240 to support per mode user input 

handling, functionality; or any combination thereof.

[0019] The bus/network communications I/O manager 225 can be responsible for all 

communications between the creation/playback application 120 and: external support 

components; external data stores; other remote applications (e.g., other creation/playback 

applications instances in use by other users); any other network connected resource, or other 

remote systems; or any combination thereof. For example, some creation/playback 

application instances can be dependent on receiving live data from other creation/playback 

application instances or from the system 100. In addition, the bus/network communications 

I/O manager 225 can be responsible for communications between the creation/playback 

application 120 and: external application support systems 203; external databasefs) 201; or 

other remote systems 202; or any combination thereof. In some embodiments, the 

bus/network communications I/O manager 225 can communicate using numerous protocols 

(e.g., TCP/IP, IP protocols).

[0020] The data loader/initial application updater module 230 can be responsible for

receiving information presentation data from the bus/network communications I/O manager

module 225. The data loader/initial application updater module 230 can then add the

received data or references to the data to various data store modules within the

creation/playback application 120. The data loader/initial application updater module 230 

can also identify any state change objects that need to be executed and pass the state change 

objects off for execution. The data loader/initial application updater module 230 can also: 

add assets and assets meta data to the local asset database 245; add non-immediate (future or

8
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past state change data) to the local state change and timing database 250; identify state

change objects -which should be immediately executed upon receipt and pass these state

change objects to the state change proxy module 260 for immediate execution.

(00211 The CARA (Central Application Reference and API) 235 can provide and/or

implement structured APIs and make the creation/playback application 120 addressable from 

any other module or component within the creation/playback application 120. In some 

embodiments, any module and any state change can be invoked through access via CARA 

235. In some embodiments, CARA 235 can: provide access to all application state data; 

organize access to some or all other modules/daia/objectsrin$txuction$ within the 

creation/playback application 120; or expose/implcment encapsulated state change routines; 

or any combination thereof.

[0022] Hie user input analyzer and router module 240 can handle user input for all of the

user interface module’s submodules. The user input analyzer and router module 240 can 

also, independently, or in conjunction with injected dependencies (see description of pcr- 

mode modules 210,215,220), analyze: the state of the information presentation and the 

information presentation state or data for any given point in time, the state of the 

creation/playback application 120; or the source graphical user interface (GUI) of the input; 

or any combination thereof In addition, the user input analyzer and router module 240 can 

respond or perform actions based on such analysis. The actions it can take can include: 

updating/adding/deleting state changes and/or state change/time definition data and/or state 

change/time definition objects; prompting for additional user input; identifying 

updated/added/dclcted state changes and/or state change objects which necessitate 

notification of the update/add/change to other components of the creation/playback 

application 120; or notifying end providing dependent modules with changes to state changes 

and/or state change objects (note that dependent modules can include state change proxy
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module 260, local state change and timing database 250, multi data broadcaster module 265); 

or any combination thereof. The user input analyzer and router module 240 can be 

responsible for implementing the contextual and predictive user interface capabilities further 

described with respect to FIGURE 22.

[0023] The local asset database 245 can store assets and/or asset instances along with

metadata. The local state change and timing database 250 can store local data for any state 

change objects.

[0024] The time controller and manager module 255 can be responsible for 

implementmg/executing all time related aspects of the crealion/playback application 120 

within information presentations. A time controller (e.g., contained within the time controller 

and manager module 255) can be invoked on an as-needed basis by State change 

commands/objects through the state change proxy module 260, such as to initialize, start or 

stop the time controller and/or the playback of the information presentation, la addition, in 

some embodiments the user can start or stop or activate or inactivate the time controller, 

and/or the playback of the information presentation, or the time controller can be started 

automatically by the creation/playback application 120. The time controller can implement 

an internal clock management functionality based on the system 100’s hardware or software 

clock capabilities and data received from subsequent state change invocations. For example, 

suppose an information presentation starts with a set of predefined state change/time 

changes, contained and included in the initialization payload processed after the application 

initializes. The predefined state change/time data can include immediate run state changes 

(e.g., intended to initialize the information presentation and/or initialize or configure the 

crealion/playback application 120). These immediate run state Changes can invoke the time 

controller with relevant data describing the structure of the information presentation, whereby 

the information presentation is a time oriented presentation by virtue of the data provided.
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Using this data, the tune oriented infoimation presentation can then be implemented and 

managed over time, wherein the time controller executes the relevant state changes described 

in the state change/time definition data and state change/time data objects by invoking a state 

change proxy module (and passing the state change/time data/objects) when the appropriate 

time in the duration of information presentation is reached. The time controller and manager 

module 255 can be started as a routine on CARA 235 and/or invoked through and immediate 

state change conanaad/object, or started by the user or automatically by the creation/playback 

application as previously described.

[0025] The state change proxy module 260 can execute all state changes 

contained/described in the collection of 1-n state change/time data/objects it is invoked with 

Additionally, the state change proxy module 260 can interact/query on an as-needed basis 

with the dependent state change module 261. The state change proxy module 260 can also be 

used to implement the automatic/tnanual mode configurations of the system 100. For

■ example, the state change proxy module 260 can monitor values on CARA 235, and if it is 

determined that the user has entered manual mode, can prevent certain classes of state 

changes from being invoked/executed (e.g., layout change state changes).

[0026] The dependent state change module 261 can analyze a collection/list of state 

changes to be executed, and can augment the collection/list with additional implied or 

dependent, state change directives, if needed.

[0027] The multicast data broadcaster module 265 can be responsible for: generating 

messages and/or state change/time definition data/objects for all dependent creation/playback 

application instances and then passing messages/objects to the bus/network communications 

I/O manager module 225 to be sent outside the creation/playback application 120, for 

example, such as for sending real time updates to other user's creation/playback application 

instances, either directly to such instances, or to instances external application support
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systems 203 for the recipient system to determine all dependent creation/playback application, 

instances and send to all dependent instances; or any combination thereof

[0028] The asset load manager 275 can be responsible for all asset loading needs in the

creation/playback application 120. As such, the asset load manager can monitor or listen to 

the focal state change and timing database 250 for updated/added/removed state change/timc 

objects. Upon notification and receipt of foe updated/added/removed object, the object can be 

analyzed for references to any dependent assets referenced by the state change object la 

addition, the asset load manager 275 can provide for speed and efficiency within the system 

100 and across any computer networks used, as the asset load manager 275 can contain logic 

to load assets or portions of assets for foe information presentation as the assets are needed.

[0029] The user interface module 280 can comprise modules that enable an editor and/or a

user to define and/or control a presentation by allowing foe editor and/or user to enter 

commands or provide user input through a user interface, as well as to visually represent the 

state of the system and the information presentation. The user interface module 280 can 

accommodate multiple approaches for defining, playing back and interacting with an 

information presentation. The user interface module 280 can be comprised of a stage module 

281, a timeline display area module 282, a GUI controls module 283, a layout manager 

module 284 and a timeline area Tenderer module 285.

[0030] The stage module 281 can be the graphical area in which all elements of the

creation/playback explication 120 and information presentation are visually displayed. The 

elements that can be visually displayed can include, but an not limited to, all graphical user 

interface controls for the creation/playback explication 120 and all assets.

[0031] The timeline display area module 282 can be foe graphical ana in which all 

elements relating to the information presentation’s and creation/playback application's state 

over time can be visually displayed, including a timeline(s) and tracks as described below. In
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addition, the timeline display area can visually display other elements of the 

creation/playback application 120 and information presentation.

[0032] The GUI controls module 283 can encapsulate and/or provide any and all 

necessary graphical user interface elements and components used anywhere in the user 

interface by other user interface modules. Part of the GUI controls module 283 can be 

provided/fulfilled by the native support of the system 100 on which the creation/playback 

application 120 is running.

[0033] The layout manager module 284 can comprise many components /instruction sets

for providing various layouts for the assets within the creation/playback application 120 or on 

the information presentation screen(s). The layout manager module 284 can provide flexible, 

input driven algorithms for laying out 1-n assets in various positions. It can also encapsulate 

and provide for automatic or convenience layout capabilities with additional encapsulated 

algorithms with predefined default values or which can evaluate the context of the assets 

which, it is laying out and automatically determine the best layout With respect to evaluation 

of context and subsequent automatic layout, the layout manager module 284 can analyze 

various aspects of the system 100, including, but not limited to: number of assets to be laid 

out, type of assets, dimensions and/or aspect ratio of assets to be laid out (e.g., 8.5 inch by 11 

inch document, 800 pixel by 600 pixel presentation document, 4:3 video document, 16:9 

video document, etc), font size(s) of text within the assets, or available space on the user 

interface within creation/playback application 120 or information presentation on the 

particular device that is being used for display, or any combination thereof. Far example, 

depending on the configuration of the application, the layout manager module 284 can 

detamine that two assets arc to be displayed (e.g., a 4:3 video, and an 800 by ¢00 

presentation), and then determine that there is enough available space to layout the assets side 

by side on the screen. Likewise, the layout manager module 284 could determine that there is
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not enough space to optimally display both assets, and provide a side by side layout which 

only can show one asset at a time but can allow the user to"slide" back and forth between the 

two assets. In this scenario, it could also determine to show the two assets as one on top of 

the other.

[0034] The timeline area tenderer module 286 can be responsible for rendering relevant 

state change and time definition data visually in the timeline area(s) and attaching GUI 

behavior/interaction handling codc/instructions to the timeline area(s). The timeline area 

renderer module 286 can: contain core and generic subroutines used in various modes as 

well as routines intended for a per mode basis and/or be injected with additional per-mode 

subroutine codes in order to render the timeline area.

VARIOUS MODES

[0035] FIGURES 15-16 outline some of the various modes enabled within and supported 

by the creation/playback application 120. As indicated in FIGURE 15, the editor mode 

capabilities, enabled in one embodiment by the editor mode module 205 can enable a user 

(e.g., editor) to define an information presentation over time. (It should be noted that a user 

(e.g., editor) can include any person or computer capability that uses any- device for defining 

the infonnafion presentation.) The defining of the information presentation can include, but 

is not limited to, defining: the assets that are presented and the times at which the assets arc 

presented; the way the information presentation and/or assess) is presented over time; the

interactive and functional capabilities of the information presentation and/or assets as

creation/playback application 120 for other users using or viewing the information

presentation; any other aspect of the state of the information presentation or assets for any

given point in time; or any other aspect of the state overtime of the creation/playback
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application 120 for other users using or viewing the information presentation; or any 

combination thereof. This capability will be referred to hereinafter as “defining the state of 

tile information presentation over time.” In one embodiment, the information presentation 

state can be defined for at least one selected point in time (e.g., on at least one timeline). 

[0036] In one embodiment, the user can interact with the at least one timeline, the timeline

being rendered visually by the user interface modules), to define the information 

presentation, wherein the creation/playback application can create state change/time 

definition data for the defined state changes that comprise the defined information 

presentation. An additional editor mode capability can include the ability for the 

creation/playback application 120 to enter a record mode. While the record mode is activated, 

a user can make state changes to an information presentation and assets in real-time and the 

creation/playback application 120 can monitor and record all input made by the user as it 

relates to state changes of the information presentation, assets, creation/playback application 

120, etc. Some specific examples of recordable state changes include, but are not limited to: 

actuating, activating, moving, showing, hiding assets; using the whiteboard widget; editing a 

document using the document editing widget; editing a spreadsheet using the spreadsheet 

editing widget; drawing using the drawing suite widget; gesturing with a device's cursor 

pointer, or manipulating or interacting with any assets or widgets; or any combination 

thereof. After a record mode session is ended, the recorded state changes can be rendered in 

the timeline area. The user can repeatedly engage the record mode to either overwrite 

recorded state change/time definition data or to supplement it with additional recorded state 

change/time definition data. Recorded state change/time definition data can be immediately 

edited using the other editor mode capabilities, such as interacting with the timeline area. 

Additionally, the creation/playback application 120 can persist the information presentation 

data and it's constituent parts (i.e., to an external database 201, a remote system 202, an
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external application support system or sub system 203), and recall them again for editing as 

well as playback at any time. It should be noted that an editor user can include any person or 

computer capability that uses any device for defining the information. It should be noted that 

the record mode capability of the system is recording actual changes to the underlying data 

and state of the creation playback application and the information presentation such that that 

information presentation and full sequence of events may be "played back" at a later, rather 

than recording the screen or a video.

[0037] As indicated in FIGURE 16, the runtime/playback mode capabilities, enabled in

one embodiment by the runtime/playback mode module 215, can enable a user to: access and 

view information presentations and assets; interact directly and indirectly with the 

information presentation and assets; customize and edit the information presentation and the 

assets and the way they are presented; interact with other users of the system; or collaborate * 

with other users of the system together with the information presentation or the assets; or any 

combination thereof. This capability will be referred to hereinafter as “the user viewing and 

interacting with the information presentation”. ■

[0038] The collaboration mode capabilities, enabled in one embodiment of a collaboration 

mode module 220, can enable users to collaborate in real-time and non real-time in ways that 

may not be directly supported through any disclosed assets. For example, users of the system 

could use a collaboration mode capability whereby all users are able to view any other user’s 

interactions or user invoked changes to the state of the information presentation, assets or 

application. Another example could be where each user can view the cursor indicator or 

mouse pointer of all other users viewing an information presentation collaboratively 

(hereinafter called a multi-cursor view). In this example, a multi-cursor view is not 

necessarily provided for by any other module, and thusly could be provided for by the 

collaboration mode module 220. When the multi-cursor view is activated, the collaboration
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mode module 220 can send state change/time definition data through the multicast data 

broadcaster module 265 to notify the other users’ applications to also activate this feature 

immediately. After all users’ applications have the feature activated, each of the respective 

collaboration mode modules 220 can then be responsible for (e.g., wfaile the feature is 

activated) engaging the multicast data broadcaster module 220 to send the coordinate details 

of the respective users’ cursors as state change/time definition data.

[0039] Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that any of the capabilities/functions of

[0040] FIGURES 40A and 40B describe some of the graphical user elements and

operations that can be available to a user within the various modes of the system, such as for 

interacting with the information presentation or defining the information presentation state 

over time. (It should be noted that in some embodiments the user interface features can also 

be used outside system 100.) 1 displays an embodiment through which a user can 

change/edit the information presentation, specifically, add/remove assets to be displayed, 

change the information presentation or stage layout, and switch between automatic mode and 

manual mode. 2 specifically details an embodiment for selecting a layout 3 specifically 

details a method in which a user can locate available assets. 4 specifically details a user 

interface control for switching or toggling to automatic mode from manual mode (detailed 

below). 5 details other ways in which the user can manipulate the layout or the assets within 

tiie information presentation; interact with the information presentation or assets; or define 

the information presentation state or state of the assets over time.

[0041] By manipulating the information presentation during playback, such as 

selecting/configuring/changing the layout or adding/iemoving assets from the screen, or 

inviting other users to collaborate, the creation/playback application 120 can change from 

playing the information presentation in its predefined format (automatic play mode) into
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manual play mode, wherein the creation/playback application 120 can no longer implement

some or all of tiie predefined infoxmation presentation’s state changes, such as the

display/activation of assets and layout changes. The user/editor can immediately switch back

to automatic mode with a single user gesture, such as clicking on a button. This capability is

also detailed in FIGURES 5 and 27-28, and their accompanying descriptions below

TRACKS

[0042] The user interface module 280, together with other modules,- can accommodate 

multiple approaches for defining, playing back, visualizing and interacting with an 

infoxmation presentation. In one embodiment, one of the multiple approaches that can be 

implemented using the user interface module 280 can be the implementation by the 

creation/playback application 120 of a visual timeline with zero or more trades within a 

timeline display area, wherein the visual timeline and tracks are a specific graphical user 

interface that can be used interactively by the user with the system to: a) define states of the 

information presentation, states of the assets, and stales of the creation/playback application 

120 and/or the changes of the state of the infonnation presentation, the state of the assets, and 

the state of the creation/playback application over time; b) interact with the infoxmation 

presentation, the assets, and the creation/playback application's states and state changes over 

time; or c) generally interact with the infonnation presentation, the assets, and the 

creation/playback application; or any combination thereof ). The graphical user interface can 

also be used to visually represent for the user the information presentation, the assets and the 

creation playback application (e.g., changes of the state over time).

[0043] Tracks can flexibly accommodate the user in various capacities in visualizing, 

interacting with and configuring/defining an information presentation, its assets and the 

creation/playback application's state over time. The timeline area can have multiple tracks
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with certain tracks devoted to visualizing or configuring certain aspects of the state over time. 

For example, a multi-track embodiment in any mode may contain a track for each of the 1-n 

assets to be displayed or activated/actuated and certain aspects of state related to that specific 

type of asset Tracks of this nature can be referred to as asset tracks. In addition there can 

be tracks that can be specifically implemented for defining and controlling other aspects of 

the information presentation over tune, such as the layout of the information presentation, the 

abilities or constraints of the user to modify the layout of the information presentation, the

functional capabilities of the assets and the information presentation, or the logic and rules

regarding if real-time interactive widgets should be displayed and provided; or any

combination thereof. Tracks of this nature can be referred to as control tracks. Examples of 

control tracks include: asset layout control tracks purposed around controlling/defining foe

layout of foe assets; application layout control tracks purposed around controlling/defining 

foe layout of foe creation/playback application; user constraint tracks purposed around

defining certain actions that can or cannot be taken by foe user; or any combination thereof I

Additional detailed information with regards to tracks can be found in FIGURE 21 and its

accompanying description.

ASSETS AND STRUCTURE

[0044] FIGURE 3 sets forth foe assets, which, as indicated above, can comprise non- 

interactive assets 305 and/or interactive assets 310. The non-interactive assets 305 (which 

can be assets that are not interactive with either another person, system 100, or another 

system) can comprise real time assets 315 and/or non real-time assets 320. The assets can be 

human and/or machine readable. The real-time assets 315 can comprise: real time 

information streams, real-time audio streams, or real-time video streams, or any combination 

thereof The non real-time assets 320 can comprise: at least one time-based file (e.g., audio
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file, video file, multimedia file), or at least one document file, at least one image file (e.g., 

picture), or any combination thereof. The interactive assets 310 (which are assets that can be 

interactive with another person, system 100, or another system) can comprise widgets (e.g., 

components) that can: gather user input, provide dialogue with the user, provide interactivity 

between the user and the information presentation and/or assets, provide interactivity between 

the user and the system 100 and/or another system, or provide interactivity and collaboration 

between multiple users of the system 100 and/or another system, or any combination thereof 

All of these capabilities will be referred to hereinafter as “widget interactivity.” It should be 

noted that, in one embodiment, nan-interactive assets can become interactive assets by being 

loaded into widgets. Various examples include: a text document becoming editable by being 

loaded into a document editing widget, an audio or video document becoming editable by 

being loaded into an audio/video editing widget, or a live video stream becoming 

configurable within a video playback or audio/video chat widget, or any combination thereof. 

[0045] The widgets can comprise at least one text chat widget, at least one audio/video

chat widget, at least one asset browser widget, at least one discussion widget, at least one 

audio iecording/playback widget, at least one video recording/playback widget, at least one 

stream playback widget, at least one audio/video editing widget, at least one document 

viewing widget, at least one document editing widget, at least one linking widget, at least one 

activity widgef at least one slide show editing/viewing widget, at least one diagram 

editing/viewing widget, at least one drawing suite widget, at least one whiteboard widget, at 

least one polling widget, at least one survey widget, at least one assessment widget, at least 

one spreadsheet widget, at least one user list widget, at least one source code viewing and 

editing widget, at least one tracking widget, at least one glossary widget, at least one screen 

sharing and/or screen recording widget, at least one wiki widget, at least one bookmark 

widget, at least one calculator widget, at least one presentation index widget, at least one
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layers widget, at least one integrations widget, or at least one third party platform interactive 

widget; or any combination thereof. It should be noted that any widget can be provided using 

third-party software. In addition, those of ordinary skill will see that any widget functions) 

can be combined with any other widget function(s) to form other widgets.

[0046] The text chai widget can enable real-time text-based interactive discussion between

multiple users of the system or the information presentation.

[0047] The audio/video chat widget can enable real-time audio and video chat between 

users of the system through their respective devices, whereby each user can simultaneously 

view real-time video and audio feeds/streams being broadcast from many users of the system. 

In some embodiments, it may use the stream playback widget Various video camera and 

audio input sources can be supported through standard technologies and interfeces on various 

devices. Examples include web cam technology built into many notebook computers and 

video camera suppat built into mobile devices. In addition, the andio/video chat widget can 

support a record mode and can be used to record a user's audio and/or video input for use in a 

variety of ways in non real-time scenarios. For example, the audio and/or video recorded 

could be used as an asset within an information presentation or within any other widget, such 

as being used in an audio and/or video mode embodiment of the discussion widget.

[0048] The document editing widget can enable a user to create, edit, save and/or recall 

and view documents and/or can provide rich text editing similar to a document editor (e.g., 

Microsoft Word, etc.).

[0049] The slide show editing/viewing widget can enable a user to design, create, edit, 

save, recall or view (or any combination thereof) slide oriented documents (e.g., slide show 

presentations) and slide shows similar to other slide show presentation creation fools (e.g., 

Microsoft PowerPoint, Apple Keynote, etc).
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[0050] The linking widget can be used independently and standalone or in conjunction or

as part of any other asset or widget The linking widget allows any other assets or object 

within an asset or widget, or within rich text dement (e.g., image, video, drawing/diagrams 

element such as a shape, highlight, bitmapped image, etc; discussions within the discussion 

widget) or any text within any asset to be linked to or contain links including, but not limited 

to: 1) one or more points in time in the information presentation; 2) other assets; 3) other 

states of other assets; 4) other layers in the layers widget; 5) other information presentations; 

or 6) any other URI or URL; or any combination thereof^ any of which can be displayed 

within the linked from/original information presentation or outside of the information

presentation.

[0051] The activity widget can be used in conjunction with other widgets in order to

assemble or connect a sequence of other widgets or a sequence of layers or screens 

containing widgets together into a multistep interactive user activity, wherein such activity 

can be added to and become a part of an infonnation presentation. Further, the activities can

be timed or time limited and can be required or not required to be completed by the user.

[0052] The diagram editing/viewing widget can enable a user to design, create, edit, save

creation and viewing tools (e.g., Microsoft Visio, etc).

[0053] The drawing suite widget can enable a user to design, create, edit, save, recalk

insert or view (or any combination thereof) various types of image files and assets of various 

types including raster/bitmap formats (eg., GIF, PNG, JPEG) vector file formats (e.g., SVG, 

EPS, Adobe Illustrator), various image or vector objects or drawing shapes (i.e., circles, 

squares, highlights, text,). The drawing suite widget can support both vector drawing and 

image manipulation capabilities and raster/bitmap image manipulation and capabilities, and 

can combine capabilities of various other standard drawing and image manipulation tools
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(e.g., Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Fireworks). As may be the case with, any 

widget, the drawing widget may be placed/moved/positioned over top of any other asset or 

over all assets displayed within the creation/playback application. It is important to note that 

any widget can be placed on top of any other widget witbin the user interface and stage of the 

creation/playback application or within a layer (i.e., within the layer widget) or any 

combination thereof,

[0054] The asset browser widget can enable a user to browse, preview, view, or interact

with (or any combination thereof) any asset that may or may not be related to a given 

information presentation. The asset browser widget may use other widgets if necessary in 

order to provide its capabilities related to browsing the assets. In addition, the asset browser 

widget can be one way in which a user may select and add assets to an information 

presentation or to the stage.

[0055] The discussion widget can provide various ways for a user to engage in discussions

with other users of the system, according to several embodiments. The discussion widget can 

be used for various functions for message oriented communication, such as posting, replying, 

viewing, or archiving messages (or any combination thereof). The discussion widget can be 

configured to support discussions in several ways, including: ongoing and/or thread oriented 

discussions similar in structure to other widely used online discussion/message boards (also 

known as forums); ongoing lists of comments similar in structure to other widely used 

comment systems; or in other ways (including question and answer, etc.). The discussions 

and posts/messages can be text or rich text based (i.e., text with various font sizes, colors, 

embedded drawings, embedded video and/or multimedia, embedded images, etc, examples of 

which could be Microsoft Word documents or HTML documents), as well as audio and/or 

video based. For example, discussions, messages, discussion posts and comments can be 

posted by users in an audio and/or video format, or audio and/or video in rich text format,
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wherein such audio and/or video may have been recorded using the audio/vidco chat widget's 

record mode capability Discussions and messages can be associated with a given point or 

several points in time within an infoimation presentation, and as such, can be rendered 

visually on the timeline in various ways. The discussion widget can be configured to notify a 

number of devices when an interaction with the discussion widget has happened (e.g., 

notifications to mobile phones, SMS messages, email, notification popups in the creation 

playback application, when messages are posted or replied to). In addition, the discussion 

widget and its constituent posts/messages and the posts/messages content can provide for 

access (such as through links, etc.) directly into the information presentation, at the exact 

point in time for which the discussion or posts/messages can be associated or other points in 

time in the information presentation. In addition, the discussion widget and its constituent 

posts/messages can both be linked as well as contain links in any way provided for by the 

linking widget, and both can also easily reference and be linked to other discussions and 

posts/messages.

[0056] FIGURES 48A and 48B illustrate an example of a specific configuration of the

discussion widget, according to one embodiment In this example, the discussion widget is 

configured in a question and answer style. In 1, a user (referred to as Julie) is watching an 

information presentation, created by another user (referred to as Professor X). Julie has opted 

to activate the question/answer display on the information timeline, hi the example, various 

questions and answers related to the information presentation are represented on the timeline 

by yellow pins, placed at specific points in time on the timeline that the questions/answers are 

related to. In 2, while Julie watches the presentation, she finds there is a topic that she does 

not understand and has a question regarding it She points her mouse over the 1 or more pins 

that may appear on the timeline near the portion of the information presentation she is 

watching. On pointing her mouse over each pin, questions/answers related to the specific
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point in time the pin is representing can appear in a window using the preview portion of the 

question and answer configured discussion widget In 3, Julie cannot find any questions and 

answers related to her own question, and she decides to activate the search widget to search 

other course content such as discussion boards regarding her topic. In 4, Julie's search 

produces no results, so Julie activates the “ask a question” portion of the question and answer 

configured discussion widget, upon which a dialog box appears, where Julie enters and 

submits her question. In 5, Julie’s question gets sent to multiple locations, including the 

discussion board, and as an email to Professor X’s email and mobile phone. Embedded in die 

email is a link to the exact moment and time of the information presentation that Julie has a 

question about, so users can click on it and review the content in the context of Julie’s 

question. In 6, Professor X arrives at his office the next day, he notices that he has received 

an email question from Julie. He opens up the email, reads Julie’s question and clicks on the 

embedded link Professor X reviews the portion of the presentation that Julie has a question 

about and responds through the question and answer configured discussion widget by 

pressing on the “Answer* burton. In 7, Professor X feels that Julie’s question is a very good 

one, and wants to archive the question and his answer into the information presentation, so 

that it can be previewed using the preview portion of the question and answer configured 

discussion widget related to the timeline of the infonnation presentation. In 8, the archived 

question and answer now appears represented in the infonnation presentation on the timeline 

at the point in time that the original question was asked. This “archives" the question and 

answer for future viewers of the information presentation to reference at that point in time of 

the information presentation.

[0057] The audio recording/playback widget can allow for recording of at least one audio

document and/or the selection of at least one audio document, or controlling, viewing or 

hearing the playback of the audio document, or any combination thereof. The video
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recording/playback widget can allow for recording of at least one video document and/or

enable a user to select al least one video document, or control, view or hear the playback of

the video document, or any combination thereof

[0058] The stream playback widget can allow a user to select and/or to connect to at least

one real-time (e.g., live) audio, real-time video, or real-time data stream, or to view and/or 

hear the streams, or any combination thereof.

[0059] The audfa/video editing widget can enable a user to flexibly edit audio or video

documents and assets or any combination thereof in a non-linear fashion similar to other non

linear editing systems. Similar to other non-linear editing systems, a user can create, define 

and output/save video and audio files and/or assets that are composited or mixed from 

multiple video and audio files/assets in a nondestructive manner (e.g., without destructing, 

degrading or modifying the original video and audio assets). The user can use many standard

user interface elements and approaches similar to the user interface of other non-linear video

and editing systems, such as layers, visual in/out points, etc.

[0060] The document viewing widget can enable a user to load and view text based

documents in various formats (e.g., Microsoft Office, PDF).

[0061] The whiteboard widget can enable a user to draw and diagram independently.

above, and/or in conjunction with (e.g., on) any other asset, individually (e.g., visible to only 

one user) or collaboratively (e.g., with other users in real-time (e.g., live) and non real-time 

(e.g., Don-live)). In addition to its own native drawing capabilities, the whiteboard widget 

can make use of other widgets, such as, but not limited to, the drawing widget and diagram 

editing and viewing widget.

[0062] The polling widget can enable a user to define and/or participate in question based 

polls, both in real-time and non-real time. The survey widget can enable a user to define and

participate in surveys, both in real-time and non-real time.
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[0063] The assessment widget can allow users to define or view/access/participate in 

assessments (such as quizzes and exams) using numerous question types (c.g., multiple 

choice, tnie/false, branching, matching, drag and drop, short answer, essay, etc.) and at least 

one question. The assessment widget can be configured to present to the user one or more 

questions or assessment activities at any point during an information presentation. The 

assessment widget can be configured in various ways including presenting any or all 

questions/assessment activities modally (e.g., where the user must provide an answer or a 

correct answer before proceeding within the information presentation). The assessment 

widget can also allow determining, storing and/or displaying scores, both within an 

information presentation and across multiple information presentations. Assessments 

created/defined using the widget can be timed or time limited and individual questions in the 

assessment can be timed or time limited. The assessment widget can also be configured in 

various ways to ensure to ensure security of the assessment data, authenticity of the user and 

the integrity of the assessment For example the assessment widget can secure a users device 

such that only the creation playback application (and no other applications or limited access 

to other applications) can be used during an assessment or track usage of any other 

applications on the device (e.g., both capabilities can be used to prevent cheating, etc.). 

Additionally, the assessment widget can use or be used in combination with various real-time 

assets and widgets to ensure integrity or the assessment and authenticity of the user and to 

prevent cheating. For example, the audio/video chat widget can be used to verify the 

authenticity of the user and to proctor and/or monitor users as they use the application and 

participate in an assessment

[0064] The spreadsheet widget can create/define/edit and/or allow viewing of spreadsheets

(e.g., Excel) and/or spreadsheet oriented activities similar to other spreadsheet applications 

(e.g., Microsoft Excel, etc.).
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[0065] The user list widget can allow for users of the system or information presentation

to see information about other users of the system or information presentation, and/or interact 

with other users or solicit interactions with other users of the system or of the information 

presentation. For example, a user could activate the user list widget and see a list of all users 

(e.g., editors, viewers, contributors) of an information presentation as well as additional 

information, such as their name, online status (or last time online), availability. A user could 

also interact with other users, such as "knocking" an their door or requesting various forms of 

collaboration, such as chat, collaboration mode, shared white board, etc.

[0066] The source code viewing and editing widget can enable a user with software

development tool capabilities, ranging from enabling a user to view formatted and color 

coded computer programming source code (e.g., source code formatting) to enabling a user to 

participate in a folly integrated development environment In the integrated development 

environment embodiment, the source code viewing and editing widget can provide for 

capabilities such as, but not limited to: source formatting, code highlighting, editing of source 

code, code completion and hinting, step oriented debugging capabilities, linking to object 

code, or compiling and execution of code, or any combination thereof. In addition, the 

source code viewing and editing widget can be one way of implementing and providing for 

programming to CARA 235. This ability to program against and for CARA 235 could be 

used to define an information presentation and the state of the information presentation and 

assets over time programmatically. For example, a user could choose to write code for or 

"script" to define an information presentation and the state of an information presentation 

over time or a portion of an information presentation or any asset at any point in time in an 

information presentation, as an alternative to or in conjunction with using the applications 

various other capabilities (e.g., user interface) available for defining an information 

presentation.
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(0067] The tracking widget can enable a user to track and/or view his progress within an

information presentation and across infonnation presentations. Further, it can track and log 

every single action or interaction a user takes and the time at which it happened, providing 

for an analysis and reporting data set The glossary widget can enable a user to view and/or 

access a glossary for a specific information presentation, or across information presentations. 

The screen sharing and screen recording widget can enable a user to replicate and/or 

broadcast in real-time and/or record or playback (e.g^ in real-time or non-real time) at least 

one portion of a user’s device's screen, and/or to view another user’s recording and/or 

broadcast on other user’s screen. The screen sharing and screen recording widget also allows 

users of the system to take control of other user's systems (i.e., operating systems) such that a 

user or multiple users can control another user's computer. In addition, the recorded video of 

the screen capture can be used as an asset in an infonnation presentation or within other 

assets.

(0068] The layers widget can provide a user and/or editor with the ability to create and

edit multiple layers upon the stage within the creation/playback application. Each layer

operates similarly to the stage and can be used to display one or more assets. From the user 

interface of the creation/playback application 120 users can choose to view the one or more

layers containinglhe assets together or separately, depending on their capabilities, as 

allowed/disallowed by an editor. (Details regarding constraint controls discussed later in this

disclosure)

(0069] The wiki widget can provide a user with wiki oriented collaborative knowledge 

building functions similar to Other wikis using rich text, such as Wikipedia. The bookmark

widget can enable a user to bookmark and/or recall any point in time in an information

presentation ar an asset at any point in time, and/or to share and or send these bookmarks 

with/to other users and other systems. The calculator widget can enable a user to display a
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graphical calculator (including various types of calculators, such as standard, accounting, 

scientific, binary, graphing, etc.) and/or to define calculator-based exercises or activities to be 

used in an information presentation. Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that various 

calculators (e.g., scientific calculator, accounting calculator, etc.) can be used. The 

presentation index widget can enable a user to define and/or access an index of various points 

in time in an information presentation.

[0070] The third party platform widget can enable a user to integrate/use widgets built or

compiled fot/from a variety of platforms. The third party platform widget can include, but is 

not limited to, a widget built for the Adobe Flash platform ((SWF files etc), Microsoft 

SilvcrUght, or other technologies or web technologies (e.g., HTML, JavaScript, CSS, etc.), 

used separately or in combination.

[0071] FIGURE 37 illustrates the nature and structure of the information presentation data

that comprises the general input/output for the creation/playback application 120, according 

to one embodiment As noted in FIGURE 37, information presentation data can be

comprised of the plurality of assets, the assets metadata, other metadata, and state

change/time definition objects and data. The state change/time definition objects and data can

time at which the state change should be executed, including, but not limited to: the way the

information presentation and/or assets are presented; the date/time that the state change 

occurred; the user or user id or the user who invoked/created implemented the state change; 

any of the data values or data associated with an asset; or the interactive and functional

capabilities of the information presentation or assets, over time or at a given time, or any 

combination thereof. The state change/time definition objects and data can be of two natures: 

pre-defined or real-time. The predefined state change/time definitions can be created by an

editor using an editor-mode embodiment of the system and then saved to be recalled and used
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by either an editor or user at a later time using the system. Together, a collection of pre

defined state change/time definition objects can form and define a predefined information

presentation over time. Real-time state change/time definition objects can be potentially 

received throughout the use of the application. State change/time definition objects of both 

natures (c.g., predefined, real-time) can define state changes of the information presentation 

or the system and can be: (1) executed at a previous point in time in the information 

presentation (e.g., should the user(s) of the system be able to/allowed to and choose to 

backtrack in time over the defined information presentation); (2) immediately executed; or 

(3) executed at some point in the future or ahead of the current time within the information

presentation; or any combination thereof.

[0072] Each state change/time definition object can generally contain a time value, which

absolute time or time relative to another time or relative to the start time of the presentation.

In addition, the state change/time definition object can comprise an indicator set to a value

indicating a state change is to be executed immediately upon receipt Furthermore, the state 

change/time definition object can comprise a relative-to indicator, which can indicate what

the time value is relative to.

[0073] The state change data within each state change/time definition object can define an 

actual change in state to the information presentation, a change in state to the creation 

playback application 120, or a change in state to other state change/time definition objects. In 

one embodiment, each state change/time definition data can be: a discrete unit with a named 

reference or memory address based reference to a data values in memory within the 

application context and a new value to change to; a discrete unit with a named memory

address based reference to executable instructions along with input values for the executable
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instructions; or a discrete unit with executable instructions along with input values for the

executable instructions; or any combination thereof.

METHODS OF USING THE CREATION/PLAYBACK APPLICATION

[0074] ‘ FIGURES 38A and 38B illustrate a method by which one embodiment of the 

system or application can initialize, listen for and process incoming state time data. In 3805, a 

user of the system can request to view, access, and/or edit an information presentation. In 

3810, a server computer 110 can allow access to the creation/playback application 120. This 

can be done as noted in 3811 and 3812. In 3811, the server computer 110 can locate and 

provide to the user the information presentation data to be loaded. In 3812, the server 

computer 110 can create an instance of the creation/playback application 120. In 3815, the 

user's dient computer 115 (e.g., host system such as device, etc) can load the 

creation/playback application instance and initial information presentation data payload. In 

3820, the user's instance initializes itself and its graphical user interface within the host 

system. This can be done as noted in 3821,3822 and 3823. In 3821, the support framework 

is initialized. In 3822, the user interface framework is initialized. In 3823, the 

creation/playback application 120 components are initialized.

[0075] In 3825, the creation/playback application 120 can open a network communication 

connection to the server computer 110 using a bns/network communications I/O manager 

225. In 3830, the creation/playback application instance can notify the server computer 110 

that the initialization is complete. In 3835, the creation/playback application instance can 

process incoming data related to the initially received information presentation data. This can 

be done by invoking the data loadcr/initial application updater module 230 with the 

initialization payload data, as set forth in 3850-3855.
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[0076] In 3850, the information presentation data can be received. In 3851, the assets and

assets metadata can be added/updaled to the local assets database 245. In 3852, the real-time 

or other state change/time definition objects that require immediate processing and execution 

can be separated and identified. In 3853, these real-time or other state change/time definition 

objects that require immediate processing and execution can be handed to the stale change 

proxy module 260 to be immediately executed. In 3855, the state change/time definition 

objects can be added and/or updated in the local state change and timing database 250 with 

other state-change/time definition objects which will potentially need to be executed later.

[0077] In 3840, the creation/playback application instance can begin the process of

continually listening for incoming information presentation data, as set forth in 3842-3844. 

In 3842, the creation/playback application 120 listens for newly received data, hi 3842, it is 

determined whether new data is received. If yes, new data is received, in 3843, the data is 

sent to be processed (as described and illustrated in 3835). If no, new data is not received, in 

3844, the process returns to 3824, where the creation/playback application 120 continually 

listens for new incoming data.

[0078] FIGURE 4 illustrates a method 400 for defining information in an information

presentation, according to an editor mode embodiment In 405, an editor can accept assets to 

use for the information presentation. In 410, the editor can define the state of the 

information presentation. In 415, the editor can save the state of the information 

presentation. In 420, an editor can decide to edit the state of the information presentation. If 

the editor decides to edit the information presentation, the process can return to 405 or 410 

and repeat If ηοζ the process can end.

[0079] FIGURE 5 illustrates a method 500 for presenting information, according to a run

time mode embodiment. In 505, an information presentation can play in automatic mode. In 

510, it can be determined whether a user wants to change to manual mode. This can be done,
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for example, by recognizing that the user has clicked on a certain button, clicked on the 

comer of an asset, or by another method. In one embodiment, the ability to change the 

information presentation (e.g., go from automatic to manual mode) can be allowed or 

disallowed by an editor. If yes, in 515, the information presentation plays in manual mode. 

If no, the infoxmation presentation returns to 505 and is played in automatic mode. In 520, it 

is determined whether the user wants to change to automatic mode. If no, the infonnation 

presentation is run in manual mode, as indicated in 515. Ifyes, the information presentation, 

is played in automatic mode, as indicated in 505.

ΝΟΝ-TRACK AND SINGLE TRACK EMBODIMENTS

[0080] FIGURES 6-14 and 17-18 illustrate a single timeline track embodiment FIGURE 

17 illustrates a single track timeline containing a single display track and representing, using 

various indicators, various aspects about the information presentation over time, according to 

one embodiment In 1705, a basic timeline indicates the duration of an information 

presentation. In 1710, a timeline with two data layers (which can be color coded) is 

illustrated. The white and gray area's can represent one aspect of the information 

presentation's state changes overtime. In 1715, third and/or fourth additional aspects ofthe 

information presentation’s state changes over time are illustrated by pins. In 1720, two 

additional aspects of the information presentation's state changes are represented: one aspect 

is represented by the asterisk symbol, and another aspect is represented by the dark line on 

the bottom of the timeline. In 1725, a sample single track timeline is shown with examples of 

aspects of an information presentation's state changes as they could be displayed. In 1, a 

timeline indicating the duration of the information presentation is shown. In 2, a pin (which 

can be color-coded) can indicate the addition of an asset In 3, alternating colors on the 

timeline can indicate asset transitions (e.g., such as page changes in a slide show document or
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pages in a text based document). In 4, the asterisk symbol can indicate an asset being 

removed from the stage. In 5, a progress tracking bar can indicate progress and location 

through the information presentation. In 6, a different shaped pin (which can also have a 

different color) can indicate a quiz or exexcise for the user to complete in the information 

presentation.

[0081] FIGURE 18 illustrates several basic single track layout examples. In 1805, abasic 

single hack timeline with one asset is shown. In 1810, a single track timeline is shown. In 

the first screen, one asset is shown. In the second and third screens, two assets are shown at 

the same time. In 1815, another single track timeline is shown. In the first screen, one asset 

is shown. Ln the second and third screens, two assets are shown. In the fourth screen, three 

assets are shown. In the fifth screen, four assets are shown.

[0082] FIGURES 6-8 illustrate screen shots where an information presentation can be 

defined according to an editor mode embodiment In these illustrations, a user has entered the 

creation/playback application 120 in editor mode and has (already) indicated to the system 

that the information presentation will be comprised using 1 video asset and 1 slide 

presentation document asset and has chosen the 1 of the each specific assets, slide 

presentation document and video.

[0083] FIGURE 6 illustrates the following: a play/pause button 605 which can cause an 

information presentation to start playing or be paused; a time indicator 610, which can 

indicate the time in a information presentation; timeline area 615, which can indicate and 

allow for defining the various elements of an information presentation or the change of an 

information presentation over time; create button 625, which can be used by a user to create a 

new state change in the information presentation; save button 620, which can be used to save 

the edited information presentation; and a number area 630, which can allow an editor user to 

enter a number of new state changes to create in conjunction with the create button 625.
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[0084] FIGURE 7 illustrates a screen shot where an editor has chosen to define the state of 

the inform atiryp presentation at time 0:00. This illustration shows a newly created 

information presentation with a single state change defined and displayed by a state change 

indicator 730, whicb appears here on the timeline. In this illustration, the user has 

clicked/selectcd the state change indicator, and the state change editor panel 710 has 

appeared, allowing the editor user to define various states pertaining to the type of 

information presentation being created, as defined by the use of the particular assets (in this 

scenario, 1 video asset and 1 slide presentation). Using the layout state selector 715, the 

editor user can select from a predefined selection of layout states for the video and slide 

document at the given particular point in time that the editor panel is being displayed for, in 

this ease, 0:00. In this embodiment, the editor user can adjust the time of the state change in 

several ways. By clicking on or in another way selecting the state change indicator on the 

timeline with a pointing device and then dragging the state time change indicator to the right 

or left in the timeline, the editor user can adjust the time within the information presentation 

that the state change is executed. As an alternative to the select/click drag method, the editor 

user can choose to manually enter the time 720 that the state change is executed, hi 735, the 

user can set the state of the information presentation for the given time in the way of which 

slide of the slide document is presented and displayed by clicking the up or down arrows or 

manually entering the number of the slide to be displayed into the text box. While interacting 

with 735, tiie slide to be displayed can be previewed using the slide previewer 740. There is 

also a delete button 725 that can be used to delete the state change from the information 

presentation and the timeline area.

[0085] FIGURE 8 illustrates another screen shot example illustrating many state change

indicators which an editor user has created and which can interact with and signify a number 

of state changes at various times throughout the information presentation as indicated by 810.
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[0086] FIGURE 9 illustrates a screen shot according to a single track runtime mode

embodiment, showing how a user can view/playback an information presentation. In this 

example, the information presentation uses one video asset and one slide document asset 

throughout the entire duration The timeline 905 can have alternating colors to indicate 

certain aspects pertaining to the change of state of the information presentation over time. In 

this example, the alternating colors represent when a new slide from the slide document asset 

will be displayed. Options 910 can allow the user to control ar customize the state of the 

information presentation at any time. In 910, the user can select from different predefined 

layouts for the two assets that are to be displayed throughout the entire duration of the 

information presentation.

[0087] FIGURES 10-12 illustrate the information presentation in FIGURE 9 in the various 

layout states, which may be customized by the user using options 910. FIGURE 10 is a 

screen shot illustrating the information presentation at a later point in time. The time within 

the information presentation is 19:16, as is indicated by the time indicator on the timeline, 

and the slide from the slide document asset that is programmed to show during this time is 

illustrated.

[0088] FIGURE 13 illustrates a screen shot, according to non-track runtime mode 

embodiment. The assets shown at the specific time in the displayed information presentation 

are: 1305 a video file, 1315 a document editing widget, 1310 an assessment widget,, and 

1320 a calculator widget 1325 illustrates a next and previous button which can enable a user 

to navigate forward and backward through an information presentation, such as, but not 

limited to, enabling a user to j ump forward and backward to previous and next points in time 

in an information presentation when upcoming and prior assessment questions are displayed. 

1330 illustrates a selection of options which can allow the user access to various means of 

configuring the information presentation. Those illustrated include buttons for showing and
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hiding various assets and widgets, including the shown document editing and calculator 

widgets and the not-visible chat and discussion widgets. 1335 shows various, other options for 

controlling or configuring the information presentation, including: aplay/pause button for 

playing and pausing the information presentation, a time indicator for indicating the time in 

die information presentation, a closed captions button for showing/hidmg closed captions 

which can accompany the information presentation, and a full screen button which can allow 

the information presentation to be viewed in full screen.

[0089] FIGURE 14 is a screen shot illustrating a single track runtime mode embodiment 

This screen shot shows a selection of assets that can be synchronized and/or viewed together 

within an information presentation. The assets are: a video file, a document viewing widget, 

and an asset browser widget The video of the professor is synchronized with the display of 

pages in the displayed document, as well as with the display and actuation of other assets and 

widgets over time in the information presentation. In addition, the user can access other 

assets if needed, using the asset browser widget

MULTI-TRACK EMBODIMENT

[0090] FIGURES 19-34 illustrate features of a multi-track embodiment FIGURE 19 

illustrates an icon legend. FIGURE 20 compares the single track embodiment with the multi

track embodiment, showing that both embodiments similarly represents the same set of one 

or more states of foe information presentation and/or foe changes of foe state of foe 

information presentation over time. The first timeline illustrates a single track timeline 

collapsed view, which shows different states of a presentation on a single track timeline. The 

second timeline illustrates a multi-track timeline, where different states of an information 

presentation are shown on a timeline that has details related to several tracks. In both 

embodiments, an editor user can easily define how information should be presented. It should
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be noted that, while the information described below is with respect to an editor user creating 

an information presentation, those of ordinary skill in the ait will recognize that a user can 

also use system 100 to view/playback the information presentation. In addition, it should be 

noted that, in one embodiment, the system 100 can be used exclusively to define or play 

back/interact with the information presentation. While in other embodiments, the system 100 

can be used to do both.

[0091] FIGURE 21 illustrates the multi-track timeline area approach in detail, according

to one embodiment FIGURE 21 shows a timeline and timeline area with multiple tracks 

2105. The tracks can comprise asset tracks 2110 or control tracks 2115. Other tracks are 

also possible. For example, referring to the legend in FIGURE 19, in 2120 of FIGURE 21, 

when in editor mode, the user can interact with the asset layout control track and possible 

subsequent additional user interface prompts and interactions to define a state change to 

occur to the information presentation at a given point in time, in particular, defining a 

particular layout pertaining to assets to be executed at said point in time. In file same way of 

interacting and defining a change of state of the information presentation, however through 

an interaction with the user layout constraint control track, the editor user can set/change the 

constraints or capabilities of the user to modify the layout of the assets in any way, whereby 

the user layout constraint can display a lock or various other graphical indicators to represent 

the particular state of the information presentation in regards to the constraints set to the 

layout at said point in time. For example, in 2120, a particular layout for a given point in 

time can be defined and displayed on the asset layout control track and a particular set of 

layout constraints for a particular point in time can be defined and displayed on the user 

layout constraint track. The layout icon on the asset layout control track can illustrate the 

layout at the given point in time and the lock icon can illustrate constraints on the user's 

ability to control the layout at said point in time. In 2125, a state change indicator pin can
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indicate that there is a change in state for a given point in time in the information presentation 

and can be "draggable" or movable by the user using an input device to collectively adjust the 

time for all state changes for that given point in time of the information presentation. In

2130, a change in state of the information presentation, for example the slide number to be

indicated. In 2135,, an asterisk indicates that a pop-np external reference (e.g., wiki widget,

glossary widget) will be activated and displayed. In 2140 an assessment asset can be 

activated and displayed. The amount of time that has a solid dark box around it can indicate 

the time for the assessment to be completed. In 2145 a calculator widget can be activated and 

displayed. 2155 illustrates a preview^jlayback indicator, which can represent the current 

time while the information presentation is being played back in order to be previewed by the 

editor user. In 2160, an activity within the information presentation can be activated using

the activity widget In this example, the activity that is activated uses a spreadsheet widget

and calculator widget The green circle with white infinity symbol can indicate that there is 

no time minimum or limit for this activity.

[0092] FIGURE 22 illustrates a number of interactions that a user can make with a multi

track timeline embodiment and how the context of a user interaction can be used by the

system 100. For example, the user input analyzer and router module 240 can be used to

the user interface. This can attempt to predict an editor’s desires based on where the user

clicks. Clicks on different parts of the timeline area, anywhere on the stage, or anywhere on 

the user interface, and related to any point in time in the information presentation can trigger 

different results, offering users a different set of options each time. Effectively, the system

and application can attempt to anticipate an editor’s actions and desires based on the context

of their click (e.g., using pop-ups with choices for actions as described in more detail below).
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FIGURE 22 and FIGURE 33 illustrate how the contextual and predictive user interface 

capabilities of the system might be implemented wherein the application is configured such 

that user interactions with the timeline area trigger such capabilities. It is important to note 

that such capabilities can also be implemented by and triggered with user interactions with 

the stage, or anywhere on the user interface, and related to any point in time in the 

infonnation presentation.

[0093] FIGURE 33 illustrates a method by which the user input analyzer and router 

module 240 can implement the contextual and predictive user interface capabilities, 

according to one embodiment In FIGURE 33, in 3305, a user gestures (e.g., interacts, 

clicks, etc) on the timeline area. In 3310, user input analyzer androuter module 240 

determines which asset or track was closest to or received the gesture. For example, referring 

to the multi-track map on FIGURE 22, the user input analyzer and router module 240 can 

determine which of the following assets or tracks were closest to or received the gesture: the 

time source asset track, a general asset track, a Teal time interaction control track, an asset 

layout control track, the application layout control track, the user layout constraint track, and 

any assets that are present on any of the tracks. In 3315, foe potential intended actions can be 

determined based on the context of the gesture, where the context of the gesture used in 

determining the potential actions indudes which asset or track was determined to be gestured 

to as well as the state of any of the various assets or tracks or information presentation at any 

given point in time. In 3320, potential actions can be presented to foe user (e.g^ in a pop-up 

screen or box) with the most likely intended action displayed first

[0094] FIGURE 34 illustrates a multi-track embodiment In this illustration, a video 

document asset a slide show asset, an andio/video chat widget (with 3 users displayed), a 

calculator widget, and a text chat widget are displayed on the stage as defined in the 

information presentation. In addition foe multi-track timeline is displayed and can allow for
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interaction and/or defining of the state of the information presentation over time. In this 

illustration, each asset is defined to be displayed and used for the entire duration of the 

information presentation, as illustrated on the timeline and the various trades. From top to 

bottom, tracks 1-4 are general asset tracks and display: 1) the video asset; 2) the slide show 

asset, displaying slide #1 for the duration of the presentation; 3) the calculator widget; end 4) 

the text chat widgeL In this embodiment, the audio/video chat widget is displayed on the real

time interaction control trade.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0095] FIGURES 23-32 illustrate various embodiments of the system 100. FIGURES 23- 

26 illustrate an information presentation as played back by a user using a runtime mode 

embodiment (referred to below as a player), as well as the same information presentation as 

defined by an editor, according to one embodiment In these figures, both the information 

presentation and timeline area shown to the user, as well as the corresponding editor user set

up and timeline area are shown, illustrated together. In FIGURE 23, a timeline indicating the 

detailed structure and changes of state over time of an information presentation is illustrated, 

hi 1, the information presentation can start with a video asset presented in single asset layout 

mode, with the user being locked to this layout mode only; not able to change the layout in 

any way, and potentially, as defined by the editor, not able to add or remove other assets to 

the information presentation. In 2, when the time controller module determines that the 

elapsed time has been reached, it will execute the defined state changes, which are signified 

symbolically and graphically in the timeline area user interface, wherein the state changes 

are: 1) the addition of a new asset, in particular a slide show asset 2) the displayed slide show 

slide from the slide show asset being slide number 1, and 3) a change in layout of the 

information presentation, specifically a two asset layout mode where the slide show and
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video are now displayed together, side by side. FIGURES 23,3-4, and FIGURES 24-27

[00%] In FIGURE 23, in 3, the timeline area and/or track display a number “2” signifying

the displayed slide show asset slide from the slide show asset being changed to slide 

number 2. In 4, the asterisk on the timeline can indicate the activation and display of an 

external resource widget (e.g., external web page, external web page link) 

[0097] In FIGURE 24, a timeline indicating apart of an information presentation is

indicated. In 1, a player can reach the time in an information presentation whereby a stale 

changes) is to occur, wherein the state changes) to occur is for the assessment widget to be 

activated.. Once the player (i.e., creation^ilayback application) reaches the applicable point 

in time, the video asset can be paused, and the assessment can be activated for the user to 

complete. This assessment can be timed, as represented by the clock icon. In 2, once the 

assessment is finished, the information presentation can continue. In 3, the player and

information presentation reaches another set of state changes within the information

presentation: a calculator widget is added to the stage, the stage switches from a two asset

layout to a three asset layout, and, as signified by the unlock icon in the user layout constraint 

control track, the state of the information presentation and application is now such that a user 

can change the layout of the assets without constraint

[0098] In FIGURE 25 a timeline indicating another part of an information presentation is 

indicated. In 1, an audio asset can be triggered to play (and in this example to replace the 

video that was previously playing.) Because the audio asset does not require a visual, the 

information presentation can switch from a three asset layout to a two asset layout, as 

indicated on the asset layout control track. In 2, another state change indicator can indicate 

another change in the information presentation. In this example, the player approaches 

another state change (visually represented by a pin), and the slide show can switch to a
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document The layout can remain a two asset layout The number “22” can indicate that

page 22 should be the part of the document presented.

[0099] hi FIGURE 26, a timeline indicating another part of an information presentation is

indicated. In 1 a player can reach a set of state changes that represent a non-timed

interactive exercise (indicated by the infinity sign on the timeline) that uses a spreadsheet

widget and a calculator widget As defined by the editor user, the information presentation

changes state to display a spreadsheet widget and a calculator widget on the screen and in a 

two asset layout In 2, once the user is finished with the activity and prompts to continue, the 

information presentation continues, with the creation/playback application 120 immediately

executing a set of state changes. In this instance, the state changes are such that the

spreadsheet widget is removed from the stage and a four asset layout is applied, containing 

the calculator widget, a video asset, a document viewer widget, and a chat widget 

[00100] FIGURES 27-28B illustrate automatic and manual modes according to several 

embodiments. FIGURE 27 illustrates an information presentation as defined by an editor

user in a multi-track embodiment in editor mode as played back by a user in a runtime mode

embodiment in automatic mode. 2705, illustrates the state of the information presentation as 

defined by an editor user. In 2710, the editor user has defined the state of the information 

presentation at a given point in time to be such that a calculator widget, a video asset and a

slide show editing/viewing widget are to be displayed in a three asset layout When the given 

point in time is reached within the information presentation, if in automatic mode, said state 

changes are executed, leaving the information presentation in a state as exactly defined by the

editor user for that point in time. In 2715, the editor’s configuration dictates that the layout 

automatically reconfigures the information presentation from a three asset layout to a two

asset layout, displaying the calculator widget and the slide show editing/viewing widget, with

an audio asset also playing.
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[00101] FIGURES 28A and 28B illustrate an information presentation as defined by an 

editor user in a multi-track embodiment in editor mode as played back by a user in a runtime 

mode embodiment in manual mode.. As shown and described in 2805, an editor user can 

define constraints related to a user’s ability to modify the information presentation during 

playback The constraints can be related to modifications such as, but not limited to: adding 

or removing assets, resizing assets, positioning or moving assets, modifying assets, or 

interacting with assets, or any combination thereof. For example, a lock icon can indicate 

that certain things cannot be changed. As per allowed or disallowed by the constraints, a user 

can perform/invoke such modifications to the information presentation and can cause the 

creation playback application 120 to be changed from automatic mode to manual mode. In 

2810, the editor user has defined the state of the information presentation at a given point in 

time to be such that a calculator widget, a video asset and a slide show editing/viewing 

widget are displayed in a three asset layout In this example, the player is in automatic mode 

and reaches such point in time and executes such changes as defined by the editor. The user 

then decides that he/she does not need the calculator and can therefore remove the calculator 

widget, which results in the restoration to the two asset layout The removal of a widget can 

be done by having a user highlight an icon representing the asset, and then pressing delete. In 

2815, it is shown how some state changes are not executed because the user is in manual 

mode. Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that other methods are also possible for 

deleting an asset

[00102] The user can also select whatever layout the user prefers using a variety of means. 

By means of a user modifying the information presentation during playback, such as 

selecting/configuring/changing the layout or adding/removing assets from the screen, or 

inviting other users to collaborate in collaborate mode, the creation/playback application 120 

can change from playing the information presentation in its predefined format (e.g.,
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automatic play mode) into manual play mode, wherein the creation/ playback application in 

manual play mode can no longer implement some or all the predefined information 

presentation’s state changes, such as the display/activation of assets and layout changes. The 

user can immediately switch back to automatic mode with a single user gesture, such as 

clicking on a button. In the example, after the user removes the calculator widget, the 

creation/playback application 120 is now in manual mode. As the system in run-time mode 

continues to play the information presentation, and the time and time line of the information 

presentation reaches the respective point in time, the state of the information presentation as 

per defined by the editor user during the use of the system in editor mode is such that the 

information presentation uses a three asset layout, displaying the video widget, the slide show 

editing/viewing widget with loaded slide presentation on slide number 9, and the calculator 

widget. However, some or all of these state changes, may not be executed, as a result of the 

various constraints that may have been implemented aS part of the information presentation, 

and because the creation/playback application 120 is in manual mode. The state change 

where an audio asset is played is executed, while the video asset (which video has ended) 

remains on the screen in the layout defined by the user. In addition, the user can continue 

to modify the information presentation as described above. For example, an asset can be 

added by having the user click on an icon representing the asset browser, and then drag and 

drop different assets to a certain part of the screen; Those of ordinary skill in the art Will see 

that other methods are also possible for adding an asset.

[00103] FIGURES 29A-3IC illustrate blank timeline click, defined time asset click and 

slide number gesture and scenarios, as can be implemented by the user input analyzer and 

router module 240, providing contextual and predictive user interface capabilities, according 

to various multi-track embodiments. These figures illustrate a smal l subset of the various 

embodiments the user interface module 235 can utilize to present predictive and contextual
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user interaction capabilities. In FIGURES 29A and 29B, a sequence using a wizard cr 

dialogue box approach can be utilized, according to one embodiment In 1, a single asset 

layout with a video on the timeline can be shown. The editor can click on a blank area of the 

timeline, such as a blank area on a general widget track. In 2, pop-up menus can present the 

editor user with a list of options. These options can be dynamic and ranked by what an 

editor's highest probable desire is, based on where the editor clicked on the timeline. In 2, 

the editor user can add a new asset at toe specified time, wherein toe time is also determined 

based an where toe editor user clicked. In 3, based on the editor’s previous selection of 

adding a new a new options menu can be presented asking the user to select what type

of asset he would like to add to the timeline and track. In this example a slide document asset 

can be added. The editor can then be sent down a unique path of menus based on the type of 

asset he selected to add. For example, in 4, the editor user can next choose a slide document 

to upload. In 5, the editor user is asked which slide he would like displayed at the given or 

determined point in time. A particular slide can be selected. In 6, because this is a newly 

added asset, a notification is shown that this addition will change the layout A default layout 

can be automatically selected, and toe editor user can be given the option to choose an 

alternative layout

[00104] hi a manner similar to FIGURES 29A and 29B, FIGURES 30A and 30B illustrate 

a slide number click in a multi-track embodiment In 1, an editor can click on an existing 

slide number. In 2, the editor’s slide selection can be displayed, along with summary 

information, a list of possible actions, etc. In 3, a list of available slides can be displayed. 

Optionally, the editor may load slides from a new file, hi 4, toe editor can drop a new slide 

onto the timeline, represented by a pin with a slide number in it In 5, the new slide layout 

can be shown.
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[00105] In a manner similar to FIGURES 29A and 29B, FIGURE 3IA-3 IC illustrate a 

defined time asset click in a multi-track embodiment In 1, a two asset layout is displayed. 

An editor can click on the track/video asset at time 12:22. In 2, a context aware pop-up menu 

can be displayed with a list of options. In 3, based on the user’s previous selection, a popup 

presenting the user a list of types of time control/defined time assets can be presented. In 4, 

based on what type of asset a user selects to add, various files can be shown for selecting or 

uploading. In 5, an audio recording/playback widget can be loaded into another subsequent 

popup menu, allowing the editor to preview the audio file/asset In 6, the editor can be 

notified that there will be a change in the layout because the audio file has nothing to display. 

In 7, the user has completed the addition of the asset (i-e-, audio file) and the change in layout 

is shown within the application and system.

[00106] FIGURE 32 illustrates various information presentation layouts, according to 

several embodiments. FIGURE 32 also illustrates various timeline and control 

configurations.

[00107] FIGURES 35-36,39 and 41-47 depict several embodiments of the system 100 

according to various usage scenarios within the context of the one or more information 

presentations.

(00108] FIGURE 35 illustrates editor users interacting with the information presentation 

(e.g_, defining/controlling the information presentation), and users interacting with each other 

in both real-time and non real-time.

[00109] FIGURE 36 illustrates editor users interacting with the information presentation 

(e.g., defining/controlling the information presentation), and users interacting with each other 

in both real-time and non real-time, whereby the system 100 is in use in a live setting. In this 

illustration, the editor user can pve an in-person presentation to a live audience. In place of, 

or in conjunction with control or presentation instruments (e.g., including, but not limited to:
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a computer, laptop, mobile device, tablet computer, television, video/teleconferencing 

system, interactive whiteboard, or other classroom or presentation device and/or tool; or any 

combination thereof) a presenter can use real-time, in a live setting, an editor mode 

embodiment of the creation/playback application 120 to present and control an information 

presentation using assets with and for alive (i.e., in person) audience, as well as with and for 

other users who are viewing and interacting with the information presentation remotely using 

the system. For example, the editor user could use an embodiment of the creation/playback 

application 120 in editor mode either in place of, or to control, or in conjunction with a 

traditional instrument, such as a computer using presentation software and presentation slides 

(e.g., PowerPoint, Apple KeyNote, etc.) or document software (e.g., Microsoft Office, 

.Microsoft Word, Adobe Acrobat, etc.), wherein the software/slides/documents are 

traditionally used by being projected ih a large format for the in-person live audience to see. 

The use of the creation/playback application 120 in conjunction with such traditional 

instruments could be implemented using several components of the creation/playback 

application 120, as well as by using special software plug-ins or hardware devices connected 

or integrated with Such instruments. In addition, the editor user can set the editor mode 

embodiment into the record mode and record his/her real-time editing and defining of the 

information presentation, to be: (1) immediately available to be replayed as a predefined, on- 

demand information presentation; or (2) further edited, then replayed, as a predefined, on- 

demand information presentation; or any combination thereof. It should be noted that, in 

FIGURE 36, both in-person live audience users as well as remote users can be using an 

embodiment of the creation/playback application 120.

[00110] FIGURES 41A-41B illustrate multiple usage scenarios of the creation/playback 

application 120, specifically where there is a predefined information presentation and 

configuration of real-time widgets, according to one embodiment. In this case, the editor
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user wants users of the information presentation to be notified when he is online and

available for interaction and collaboration with users. In addition, the editor user wants to

encourage interaction between the users. The editor user can implement and configure the 

use of both a real-time chat widget and a real-time audio/video chat widget so as to be

available to collaborate with the users using such widgets.

[00111] For example, in Scenario 1, a user Hiroko can view Professor X’s predefined

information presentation of a slide show in 1. In 2, Hiroko can view Professor X’s 

predefined information presentation of a slide show and video. In 3, although Professor X is 

not online, Hiroko can activate the chat widget and video-chat widget and collaborate and 

interact with other available friends and information presentation viewers in real-time. When

Hiroko modifies/edits the run-time information presentation and adds the chat widget, the

information presentation mode can change to manual mode.

[00112] In Scenario 2 of FIGURE 41B, in 1, John, like Hiroko, can view Professor X’s

predefined presentation of a slide show. In 1(b), Professor X can come online. This can 

cause tire predefined layout to be interrupted to expose the chat widget. In 2 and 3, even 

though the chat widget is appearing, because it was pre-configured to be able to appear, the 

information presentation is still in automatic play mode.

[00113] In Scenario 3 of FIGURE 41B, in 1, Julie, like Hiroko and John, is a user viewing 

Professor X’s predefined presentation. In 1(b), during Julie’s viewing session, Professor X’s 

office hours occur. This can interrupt the predefined layout to expose the chat widget In 2 

and 3, a slide show and video appear along with the chat widget Because the chat widget

was pre-configured to be able to appear, the information presentation is still in automatic 

mode.

[00114] FIGURES 42A-42C illustrate a usage scenario of the creation/playback application 

120, specifically where there is a predefined information presentation in run-time mode with
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real-time widgets and real-time collaboration, according to one embodiment In 1, a user 

Julie is watching a predefined information presentation and using the document editing 

widget to create/edit notes as she views the information presentation. In 2, Julie then 

activates the user list widget to identify other users who are available so that Julie can discuss 

a topic she is confused about In 3, Julie sees that she has some “friends” available and 

online, as well as other users viewing the information presentation that is available. Julie 

pauses the information presentation and activates the chat widget to seek out help from 

someone. Julie had the information presentation in automatic mode, but by activating the 

chat widget and thereby adding it to the screen, the information presentation is taken out of 

automatic play mode and put into manual play mode. In 4, the chat widget is automatically 

laid out on the stage. Using the chat widget, Julie can ask her friends, classmates and other 

users for some clarification about the topics. In 5, Julie engages one of the available users, 

John (who is a friend and classmate), in real-time, first over chat using the dud widget Julie 

asks John to view and collaborate within the information presentation, and though he could 

do so from his mobile phone, John asks Julie to wait until he can access the information 

presentation from his laptop computer. In 6, Julie activates collaboration mode so that John 

can be engaged within the system. In 7, when John arrives home, he opens up his e-mal and 

clicks on the link Julie sent him using the system 100. He logs into the system and is taken to 

the information presentation. John’s information presentation and application instantly 

becomes synced with Julie’s information presentation as they start the collaborate mode 

session. The system can automatically activate thi audio/video chat widget instead of the 

text chat widget All collaborators in the information presentation can have their own cursor 

and can together at the same time view every other collaborator’s cursor, as well as each 

being independently able to control the information presentation and see every single 

interaction or modification a user makes to the information presentation. Julie then shows
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John the information presentation segment that she has trouble with and discusses it via audio

and video chat with John. In 8, Julie is still having difficulty understanding what John is

explaining, so John decides to share his notes with Julie. John then takes control of the 

mouse and activates a second document editing widget and then loads his notes into the 

widget In 9, a warning is displayed notifying John that he is about to share his notes. John 

acknowledges that he wishes to continue and selects that he would like to enable 

collaborative editing. In 10, the information presentation and stage automatically reconfigure 

to show both John and Julie’s notes on the screen, while relegating their video chats to the

edge of the screen.

[00115] FIGURES 43A and 43B illustrate another usage scenario of the creation/playback 

application 120, where there is also a predefined information presentation in run-time mode 

with real-time widgets and real-time collaboration, according to one embodiment FIGURE 

43 illustrates how Julie and John can engage in real-time use of the system with Professor X. 

Within the collaboration mode session, the three users make use of various real-time widgets 

and collaborative features, including the calculator widget, the whiteboard widget, the 

document editing widget, synced views of the information presentation, and the ability to 

view every other participant’s cursor.

[00116] FIGURES 44A and 44B illustrate another usage scenario of the creation/playback 

application 120, where there is an editor user in a live setting in record mode, according to 

one embodiment The editor user can be in front of a live audience and can interact with

various other users of the information presentation, including live and real-time users, non- 

real-time users, and on-demand users. Scene 1 depicts a presenter delivering a live 
presentation in New York at 12:00 PM. As the presenter delivers the in-person presentation, 

he uses editor mode to edit/definc the information presentation “on the fly” (e.g., changing 

the state of the information presentation, such as adding/removing assets and changing
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layout, etc.) throughout the duration of the information presentation. Additionally, the system 

is set into a record mode and records the state changes and their times as the information 

presentation is being edited/defined and delivered in real time.

[00117] Scenes 2 and 3 take place in London where it is 5:00 PM. Using the 

creation/playback application 120 in run-time mode, users are able to witness and interact 

with the information presentation and with other available users, including the editor user, in 

real-time, using such capabilities as the chat widget, video chat, etc. In Scene 2, the user is

specified a 3 asset layout that includes a live video feed, a slide show presentation, and a 

calculator widget In Scene 3, however, the user has opted to run the live information 

presentation in manual mode, configuring his workspace (as allowed by the editor user) to his 

liking. The user in Scene 3 has opted to listen to the audio stream of the live information 

presentation, while viewing the slides, and activating the chat widget to converse with other 

users. ■

[00118] Scenes 4 and 5 take place in Tokyo, Japan- Since it is 1:00 AM in Japan at the 

time of the live information presentation, users will opt not to not see the information 

presentation until they wake up the next morning, hi Scene 4, a user is viewing a published 

on-demand version of the information presentation at a later point in time (non-real time). 

The user can view it in automatic mode, seeing the information presentation exactly as the 

instructor intended/definedfrecorded, or the user may (where permitted by the editor) modify 

the layout of the information presentation and view it in manual mode. In Scene 5 a user is 

viewing a non-real time version of the information presentation, but is chatting with the 

professor who delivered the presentation at a time in which both parties happen to be online. 

[00119] FIGURES 45A and 45B illustrate another usage scenario of the creation/playback 

application 120, where there is also an editor user in a live setting in record mode, according
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to one embodiment In Scenario 1, an editor user pre-configures and predefines some 

aspects of an information presentation. In 1, Professor X loads a number of slide show 

presentations he wishes to use during his live presentation into the system 100 using the 

creation/playback application 120. In 2, Professor X configures the information presentation 

so that users viewing it in automatic mode will view a video that will be taken of him. The 

information presentation will show the slide show presentation on the left and the video on 

the right In 3, Professor X decides to allow users the ability to chat during the information 

presentation, so using the creation/playback application 120, he configures the chat widget to 

nm continuously and to be available for other users of the system 100 who are viewing the 

information presentation.. Because he knows that some users may not see the information 

presentation until the next day, he wants the system to notify them whenever he is online, so 

they can follow up with him and ask questions directly, and uses die creation/playback 

application 120 to configure such behavior

[00120] In Scenario 2, the editor user loads, then uses the predefined information 

presentation within the creation/playback application 120 in editor mode, in front of a Eve 

audience setting during a presentation. In addition, he can have set die creation playback 

application 120 into record submode. In 1, Professor X interrupts his information presentation 

using the creation playback appEcation 120 and the predefined information presentation to 

show the audience how to calculate something. In 2, Professor X activates die calculator 

widget and begins showing the audience how to calculate the answer to a problem. He asks 

the audience to try to calculate it themselves and discuss their results. In 3, once complete, 

Professor X decides to take questions from students and other users of the system 100 

viewing the information presentation and activates the chat widget that is available and 

running in the background to be displayed for both live audience members and all other users 

of die system 100 viewing die information presentation.
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(00121] In Scenario 3, a user accesses the system and the information presentation from a 

remote location, in real-time as it is being defined and delivered by the editor user. This user 

uses the system in automatic mode, such that the information presentation is played back 

exactly as it is being defined by the editor user. Thus, in 1, John is in London and watches 

Professor X’s information presentation live m real time. He sees a video of Professor X on 

the right and the slides on the left In 2, since John is viewing the information presentation in 

automatic mode, when Professor X activates the calculator widget, John’s screen 

automatically reorients itself to display the calculator widget In 3, once Professor X 

activates the chat widget, John’s screen reorients itself to display the chat widget so tint he 

can have discussions with users.

[00122] In Scenario 4, another user also accesses the system and the information 

presentation from a remote location, in real-time as it is being define and delivered by the 

editor user. However, this user opts to inactivate and hide some of the widgets that the 

presenter/editor user is displaying, thereby putting the application into manual mode. If a 

state change was to be activated but cannot due to the inactivation of some of the widgets, the 

user is notified of the specific state change that was to be implemented, but was not 

implemented due to being in manual mode, through a notification indicator popping up on the 

screen. In this scenario, the editor user added a calculator widget to display within the 

information presentation, and the user was notified of this state change via a pop-up window. 

Thus, in 1, Julie, like John views the information presentation from a remote location in real 

time. She finds the video footage too distracting and so opts to only see the slides by closing 

the video widget In 2, because Julie is not in manual mode, when Professor X adds a 

calculator to the screen, she only receives a popup notification indicating that a state change 

has occurred. If she desires, she can click on the pop-up to seethe predefined stage as it 

appears in automatic mode. In 3, when Professor X activates the chat widget, Julie
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remembers a question. She clicks to activate the chat widget and joins the discussion

Professor X has started.

[00123] In Scenario 5, the user watches the information presentation, initially in automatic 

mode, as it was rccorded/defined by the editor user hours earlier. The user then changes and 

customizes the layout, thereby changing to manual mode, and then uses the real time 

interactive text chat widget Thus, in 1, Hiroko is in Tokyo during the class, so she views the 

information presentation in non-real-time the next day. In 2, the screen can be configured to 

Hiroko’s liking. For example, when Professor X activated the calculator widget, Hiroko can 

choose to close the video widget In 3, because Professor X activated the chat widget and 

enabled it to run continuously, Hiroko can chat with other present viewers of the information 

presentation or other users of the system. Moreover, because Professor X decided to make 

himself “known” when he logs on, Hiroko can ask him questions in real-time.

[00124] FIGURES 39A and 39B illustrate another usage scenario of the creation/playback 

application 120, where an existing information presentation’s data can be edited, according to 

several embodiments. As indicated in 1, an information presentation could have been 

delivered using an editor mode embodiment in record mode one of two ways. In la, the 

editor user (e.g, a Professor) could have used the application and delivered an information 

presentation both in front of a live audience and to other users of the system comprising an 

online audience in real-time. In lb, the editor user could have delivered an information 

presentation to only other users of the system that comprise an online audience, similar to a 

"live webinar" or web conference. In 2, the editor user loads an information presentation, 

then previews the information presentation, locates an area he wants to change, so he pauses 

the information presentation. In 3, the editor user switches from runtime/playback mode to 

edit mode by right-clicking on the time line and selecting edit In 4, a multi track time line 

appears on the screen and the user is in edit mode. In 5, the editor user clicks on the relevant
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slide display indicator on the multiple track time line and uses the user interface to switch it 

out with an updated version of the slide. In 6, the editor user replaces a portion of the video 

that was already in place in the information presentation with an audio file. This can be done 

by clicking on the time line asset video at the specified time, uploading his new audio file, 

and locking the stage into a single asset view so viewers only hear his voice and see the 

newly defined slide. In 7, once the editor user is finished malting edits, he can publish the 

information presentation for on demand viewing. In 8, the information presentation can be 

put on the setting “publish to server for viewing”), la 9, once the editor user publishes the 

information presentation to the server for viewing and configures the permission settings, the 

information presentation is ready to be viewed online.

[00125] FIGURES 46A-47B illustrates another usage scenario of the creation/playback 

application 120, where collaborative creation and editing of an information takes place, 

according to one embodiment In 1, John, Julie and Hiroko have an assignment to build an 

information presentation as a team. Using the system and the creation/playback application, 

John creates a new information presentation. John then invites Hiroko and Julie to the 

workspace so they can work together. In 2, once all three members are in the workspace, 

they begin collaborating via video chat on how they want the information presentation to go. 

They decide to start with a video introduction by Julie, la 3, Julie opens her tools menu and 

drags the video widget on the screen. In 4, a pop-up menu of options appears on Julie's 

screen and Julie chooses to record a new video segment with her web cam. In 5, because 

Julie is recording a web cam video in a multi-user environment, she switches her 

environment to focus mode, which allows her to isolate herself from other state changes that 

users are doing, so she can focus on the task at hand. In focus mode, she will receive 

small/subtle notifications of ongoing changes in the information presentation in the comer of 

the screen, so she has a log of events that are occurring and can receive feedback from her
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teammates. In 6, all three users can see Julie deliver the web cam introduction, as she is

recording. While Julie is delivering the presentation, Hiroko becomes inspired to create the 

accompanying slides for Julie's introduction and adds the editing widget to the stage by 

clicking on a blank trade. In 7, the slide show editing widget appears on the stage next to the 

video segment that Julie is currently recording. John is able to see Julie recording her

editing widget simultaneously, in real-time. In 8, when Julie and Hiroko are finished, John

takes charge and begins working on the timing of the slide transitions, while Julie and Hiroko 

provide verbal guidance.

[00126] Continuing on in FIGURE 47A, in 9, after John is finished syncing Hiroko’s slides 

to Julie’s presentation, they collaboratively review the presentation and decide what 

additional tools, like the calculator widget, to add to the information presentation. In 10, as 

Hiroko and John are doing this, Julie feels that it might be a good idea to start taking notes on 

potential questions they might want to ask viewers through the presentation. She activates 

her note pad (not her workspace like she did previously) in private mode so as not to disturb 

John’s and Hiroko’s work, and begins taking notes. Ια 11, once John, Hiroko, and Julie have 

finished configuring the widgets on the stage, Julie shares her note pad with the team, 

showing them all the questions she has jotted down. They collaboratively edit the questions 

on Julie’s note pad. Once finished, Julie emails a copy to everyone, so they have their own 

copy of the content In 12, once they have finished building foe information presentation, 

they preview foe information presentation in its entirety in automatic mode. In 13, now that 

they have reviewed foe information presentation and are satisfied with it, John configures foe 

settings for foe information presentation before publishing it to the web. In 14, foe 

information presentation settings are shown.
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[00127] FIGURES 34 and 49-67 are screen shots illustrating various single track and multi

track embodiments of the creation/playback application 120, and various information 

presentations and assets. With respect to these figures, and Other examples screens illustrated 

throughout this disclosure, those of ordinary skill in the art will understand that all of these 

examples screens can be sequenced together in different ways to create and playback many 

different types of activities using the activities widget,

[00128] FIGURE 49 illustrates a single track embodiment with a document viewer widget 

displaying a document, a video asset and a document editing widget displayed.

[00129] FIGURE 50 illustrates a single track embodiment with a video asset, a slide show 

editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, an asset browser widget and a chat 

widget (labeled class discussion) displayed.

[00130] FIGURE 51 illustrates asingle track embodiment with an assessment widget 

displaying a quiz modally within the information presentation and the creation/playback 

application,

[00131] FIGURE 52 illustrates a single track embodiment with a video asset, a slide show 

editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, and a bookmark widget displayed.

[00132] FIGURE 53 illustrates a single track embodiment with a spreadsheet widget and a 

calculator widget displayed modally within and using an activity widget within the 

information presentation in the creation/playback application.

[00133] FIGURE 54 illustrates a single track embodiment displaying: a document viewer 

widget displaying a document, a video asset, and a spreadsheet widget.

[00134] FIGURE 55 illustrates a single track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a 

spreadsheet widget, and a calculator widget,

[00135] FIGURE 56 illustrates a single track embodiment displaying: a document viewer 

widget displaying a document,, a video asset, and a calculator widget.
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(00136] FIGURE 57 illustrates a single track embodiment displaying: a document viewer

widget displaying a document, and a calculator widget

[00137] FIGURE 58 illustrates a multi-track embodiment displaying; a video asset, a slide 

show editing/viewing widget, a calculator widget, and a document editing widget ·

[00138] FIGURE 59 illustrates a multi-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a 

document viewer widget displaying a document, and a calculator widget

[00139] FIGURE 60 illustrates a multi-track embodiment with a video asset and document 

viewer widget displayed.

[00140] FIGURE 61 illustrates a multi-hack embodiment with a video asset, a calculator 

widget, and a document editing widget displayed. .

[00141] FIGURE 62 illustrates a multi-track embodiment with a video asset and a 

calculator widget displayed.

[00142] FIGURE 63 illustrates a multi-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, and a 

slide show editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document displayed.

[00143] FIGURE 64 illustrates a single-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a slide 

show editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, a chat widget, and a user list 

widget displayed as a popup (labeled "Chat").

[00144] FIGURE 65 illustrates a single-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a slide 

show editmg/viewing widget displaying a slide document, a video chat widget (with three 

users shown), and a discussion widget (labeled "Topic: Accounting").

[00145] FIGURE 66 illustrates a single-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a slide 

show editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, a video chat widget (with 8 users 

shown), and a discussion widget (labeled 'Topic: Accounting").
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[00146] FIGURE 67 illustrates a single-track embodiment displaying: a video asset, a slide 

show editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, a video chat widget (with four 

users shown), a text chat widget, and a user list widget displayed as a popup (labeled "Chat"). 

[00147] FIGURES 68-74 are screen shots illustrating various single track and multi-track 

embodiments of the creation/playback application 120. FIGURES 68-73 illustrate single

track embodiments, and sequentially together demonstrate several capabilities of the system 

and creation/playback application, including the use of the discussion board widget in 

implementing an "assignment".

[00148] FIGURE 68 displays: a video asset, and a slide show editing/viewing widget 

displaying a slide document

[00149] FIGURE 69 illustrates a speaker/presenter within the video asset instructing users 

orally as to an upcoming activity which the user will have to participate in. The video asset 

illustrated could be a live and real-time video stream asset, or a prerecorded video asset 

[00150] FIGURE 70 illustrates a modal dialog box introducing the activity to users of the 

system, as well as providing instructions regarding the activity to users of the system. In 

FIGURE 70, the user is able to click on the green "Go" button which results in the 

creation/playback application changing to the state depicted in FIGURE 71, which continues 

the sequence. Alternatively, an editor user using the system to deliver the information 

presentation in a live in real-time, may be controlling the state of the presentation such that 

such editor user controls the advancing of the creation/playback application for all users to 

the state depicted in FIGURE 71.

[00151] FIGURE 71 illustrates a rich text entry component (which may be a document 

editing widget) for users to enter responses to be posted to a discussion board widget In 

addition, FIGURE 71 illustrates an asset browser widget, which is depicted as a pop-up list of 

files, appearing in response to a user's clicking on the button depicted (labeled "Assignment
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Resources"). The user may enter their response into/using the rich text entry component 

The system may receive and save such response to the associated discussion board widget, 

such discussion board widget being depicted in FIGURE 72.

[00152] The discussion board widget depicted in FIGURE 72 shows many different 
discussions, each of which may be submissions from users using the rich text entry method 

described and depicted in FIGURE 71.

[00153] FIGURE 73 continues the sequence, depicting what any user of the system might 

see upon selecting to view a discussion from the list depicted in FIGURE 72.

[00154] FIGURE 73 depicts a threaded fonnat discussion within the discussion widget 

[00155J FIGURE 74 illustrates: a single-track embodiment with a document viewing 

widget editing/viewing widget displaying a slide document, a video chat widget (with 3 users 

shown), and a discussion widget (labeled "Topic: Accounting").

[00156] FIGURES 75A-75E together further illustrate many capabilities of the system 100 

and creation/playback application 120. Specifically, these figures illustrate the creation of a 

predefined information presentation using a multi-track editor mode embodiment It is 

important to note that the same sequence of events described with respect to FIGURES 75 A- 

75E, as well as with respect to all other scenarios described in this disclosure could be used in 

scenarios with live viewers/users/participants and with or without the multi-track display 

being used.

[00157] For example, referring to FIGURES 75 A-75E, Professor X may be creating a 

predefined information presentation using an editor mode embodiment using his desktop 

computer, tablet PC, mobile/smart phone, or other computing/contollcr device, or any 

combination thereof. In 2, the creation playback application opens in editor mode with the 

multi-track timeline visible. Professor X sets tire initial state of the presentation to use a 

video recording/playback widget and a document viewingfediting widget In 3, Professor X
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activates record mode. The user interface presents various options based on the context of the 

user interaction and configuration of the information presentation at the given point in time. 

In 4, Professor X clicks “Start Recording” and proceeds to record himself giving a 

presentation. At this point, Professor X is recording himself on video and audio and proceeds 

through the first few pages of the document In 5, a short way into his presentation, Professor 

X decides he’d like to better explain a concept and will engage a few other assets and widgets 

to do so. First, using the asset browser widget, Professor X locates a relevant diagram. It is 

important to note that Professor X could have also chosen to create and display a new 

diagram. In 6, a detailed view of the multi-track timeline, demonstrating how during the 

recording of an information presentation, all changes of state of any sort to foe assets, widgets 

or infonnation presentation may be recorded, as well as displayed visually on the multi track 

timeline.

[00158] In 7, tiie user interface presents Professor X with various options for adding the 

diagram to the stage and information presentation using a diagram viewing editing/ widget, 

including automatic layout options where the application automatically detects the best layout 

option. The application can also automatically add the diagram asset or widget to the stage 

without prompting the user, Professor X. In 8, Professor X activates the drawing widget In 

9, using various keyboard shortcuts, and/or on screen prompts, etc., Professor X is able draw 

on/witbin and/or interact with both individual widgets or assets, as well as the stage as a 

whole. For example, Professor X makes some modifications to the diagram in real time, the 

state changes for which are being recorded. Likewise, Professor X can draw shapes 

overlaying and overlapping the various assets on the stage. It should be noted that 8 is only 

one example of the combining of widget capabilities together with other widgets, in this case 

the drawing suite widget being used and combined with the diagram viewing/editing widget, 

as well as the document editing widget In addition, 8 is also one example of the ability to
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put assets on top of other assets, in this case, the drawing suite widget being used to draw 

over top of the entire stage within the creation/playback application 120.

{00159] hi 9. Professor X decides he’d like to have some supplementary information in the 

presentation, but leave the existing widgets and layout intact To do this, Professor X can use 

the layers widget, to create a new layer on the stage.

[00160] In 10, after creating the new layer, Professor X adds a new slide show 

editing/viewmg widget to the layer on the stage. Professor X edits the slide show, adding 

some text in bullet point form, then adds a calculator to the screen and performs an example 

calculation, all of which may still be recorded.

[00161] In 11, Professor X then changes back to the first layer to continue with the main 

portion of the presentation.

[00162] Referring to FIGURE 75D, in 12, Professor X is done presenting the materials and 

stops the recording process (e.g., by clicking a stop button). All of the changes of state of the 

information presentation have been recorded and persisted by the system and creation 

playback application.

[00163] In 13, all of the changes of state of the information presentation that have been 

recorded are rendered and represented visually on the multi-track timeline. Professor X 

would now like to make some additions and changes to the information presentation. 

Specifically, Professor X would like to make some areas of the diagram he used into links to: 

1) Mie or more points in time in the information presentation; 2) other assets/widgets; 3) other 

states of other assets/widgets; 4) other layers in the layers widget; 5) other information 

presentations; or 6) any other URI or URL; or any combination thereof. Any of these options 

can be displayed within the linked from/original information presentation or outside of the 

information presentation. Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that there are other link 

types that may be created and applied to objects in the system.
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[00164] Referring back to FIGURE 75D, Professor X may drag the timeline 

indicatox/playhead across the timeline in order to quickly find the point in the presentation 

[00165] In 14, after locating the point in the information presentation where the diagram 

was added, Professor X now begins interacting with the diagram viewing/editing widget and 

the application in order to create the links he would like.

[00166] In 15, it is demonstrated how, in this embodiment, by selecting and right clicking 

on an object (e.g., shape, image, text, etc.), Professor X can access the linking widget In this 

example, Professor X is making the large blue arrow in the diagram link to another point in 

the information presentation, such that when a user clicks the arrow, the playhead will jump 

to another point in time in the presentation and the presentation will play from that point in 

time. The user interface in this embodiment allows a user to enter a time in hours, minutes, 

and seconds format, or to use the timeline and playhead to select the point in time (i.e., by

presentation to link to).

[00167] In 16, Professor X continues to link several other objects within the diagram, using 

all of tiie different linking types. The creation of each link type works similarly to that 

described in 15, wherein after right-clicking, then selecting a link type, the user/editor (i.e., 

Professor X) is presented with special dialog boxes for creating that link type. In the example 

in 16, Professor X is linking an object to another asset or widget The menu presented allows 

him to select an asset as well as some options for how the asset is displayed (e.g., add asset to 

stage, display asset modally). Those of ordinary skill in the art will see that there are many 

other configuration options available for all of the link types.

[00168] In 17, Professor X finishes creating the presentation and uses the save capability of 

the system 100 and creation/playback application to save the presentation.
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[00169] FIGURES 76A-76D together illustrate many capabilities of the system 100 and 

creation/playback application 120. Specifically, these figures illustrate the creation of a live 

delivery (and recording) of an information presentation using an editor mode embodiment 

Referring to FIGURES 76A-76D, 1 illustrates an editor user (Presenter X) in front of a live, 

in-person audience. Presenter X is using an editor mode embodiment of the system 100 and 

creation/playback application 120 which is integrated with and connected to a number of 

control or presentation instruments, specifically, for example: a tablet PC, multiple video 

cameras and/or a video/teleconferencing system, a touchscreen PC or device, 

interactive/touchscreen whiteboard, document camera(s) or other specialized cameras (e.g., 

surgical cameras), other audio/video or data signal producing devices, and a projector. An 

audience is watching and participating (i.e., users) using the system 100 and 

creation/playback application 120 and various runtime and editor mode embodiments. The 

audience is comprised of both live, in-person users, and remote users, all of which are able to 

view and participate using embodiments on desktop PCs, tablet PCs, mobile/smart phones, 

and other computing and control devices.

[00170] In 2, Presenter X is preparing to give a live presentation to both a live and remote 

audience. He will also be recording the presentation for later editing or playback. Before or 

during the presentation, Presenter X can configure the application in many ways. Examples 

of such ways include, but are not limited to: what he will see while presenting, what his main 

control device will be, what other users will see, how other presenters may interact by 

default, what the constraints are on a user’s ability to change the stage and activate other 

widgets and assets, and what other connected devices and systems to integrate with 

[00171] In 3, Professor X begins his presentation using video and a document loaded into a 

document viewing/editing widget Presenter X’s Tablet PC controller screen running an 

editor mode embodiment is depicted showing a full set of controls available for
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controUing/cditing the information presentations display and changes of stale. Other users* 

device’s screens are depicted running cither editor mode or runtime mode embodiments, and 

will show a limited set of controls for controlling/editing the information presentation, based 

on the constraints being set and managed by Presenter X and/or other presenters, using 

various embodiments of the system and application.

[00172] In 4, Professor X next chooses to display one or more poll questions to the users 

and audience, using the polling widget In this embodiment he is able to select a poll/survey 

question from a bank of existing questions or he can create a new question. Additionally, a 

depiction of what a user my see on their embodiment is included, wherein such user’s 

embodiment is displaying a poll response window (part of the polling widget). As with all 

embodiments, users can be either in the live audience or the remote audience, and can be 

using a desktop PC, a mobilc/smartphone, a tablet PC, a television, or any other computing or 

audio/visual device.

[00173] In 5, Professor X next chooses to display one or more poll questions to the users 

and audience, using the polling widget In this embodiment he is able to select a poll/survey 

question from a bank of existing questions or he can create a new question. Additionally, a 

depiction of what a user may see in one embodiment is included, wherein such user's 

embodiment is displaying a poll result window (part of the polling widget).

[00174] In 6, Presenter X decides to do a hands-on demonstration for the users using the 

document camera. Presenter X uses the integrations widget to switch the video feed to the 

connected document camera. Presenter X clicks/selects the tools icon to access the 

integrations widget and is presented with a menu of relevant options based on the stale of the 

information presentation and other context Presenter X is able to select various routing 

options for this document camera video, including adding a new video to the stage. In this
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scenario he chooses to route the document camera to the screen in place of the current video

on the stage.

(00175) In 7, an example is depicted of what may be displayed in a user’s embodiment after 

Presenter X activates the document camera as described above. What is shown is the video on 

the stage of Presenter X doing a pen and paper based activity. It is important to note that any 

type of camera or specialized camera (e.g., surgical camera, etc) may be used.

[00176] In 8, after Presenter X completes the hands on demonstrations using the document 

camera, he decides he will do a demonstration using screen sharing, such that he may display 

his computer/tablet/device desktop and its running applications. Using his chosen device, 

Presenter X selects to activate the screen sharing widget, and opts to use full screen sharing 

over the whole stage, rather than replacing a particular widget that may be currently visible to 

the users on the stage of the creation/playback application 120.

[00177] In 9, an example is depicted of what users, as well as Presenter X, may see while 

Presenter X is using the screen sharing widget Presenter X sees a full set of controls over his 

desktop (which he can also hide). Users will see limited set of controls based on constraints, 

and are able to see Presenter X's desktop.

[00178] FIGURE 77 illustrates a single track embodiment of the creation playback 

application 120 and various capabilities of the system in regard to discussion boards. In this 

illustration, a discussion widget is displayed on the right with a slide show viewing/editing 

widget on the left In 1, a discussion board post that is rich text and contains an image is 

displayed. In2, a new discussion board post is created by the user. The document editing 

widget is visible and open within the discussion board, such that the user can create and 

submit a rich text discussion post/messagc, which will be saved to the discussion widget and 

system. In 3, it is shown how a discussion or post can be linked to a specific time in the 

video. In 3, the time in the video that this post/link is related/tied to is 2:42:55. Clicking on
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the play button next to the time (dark gray arrow) will play the information presentation

starting from 2:42:55. In 4, the create link popup (part of the linking widget) is shown that a 

user can see if they attempt to create a link from any object or text in the discussion board 

widget or post In 5 a completed post is shown with a link (bright blue) made using the 
linking widget 

[00179] It is important to note that the sequences of screenshots illustrated in this disclosure 

can represent: 1) an information presentation being delivered and controlled live and in real

time by an editor user and viewed live by one or more users; or 2) an information 

presentation which was predefined and is being played back by users at a later time; or 3) any 

combination thereof.

[00180] While various embodiments of the present invention have been described above, it 

should be understood that they have been presented by way of example, and not limitation. It 

will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) that various changes in form and 

detail can be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present 

invention. Thus, the present invention should not be limited by any of the above-described 

exemplary embodiments.

[00181] In addition, it should be understood that the figures described above, which 

highlight the functionality and advantages of the present invention, are presented for example 

purposes only. The architecture of the present invention is sufficiently flexible and 

configurable, such that it may be utilized in ways other than that shown in the figures.

[00182] In addition, it should be noted that the terms “a”, “an”, “the”, “said”, etc. in the 

specification, figures and claims signify “at least one”, “the at least one”, “said at least one”, 

etc.

[00183] Further, the purpose of the Abstract of the Disclosure is to enable the U.S. Patent 

and Trademark Office and the public generally, and especially the scientists, engineers and
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practitioners in the art who are not familiar with patent or legal terms or phraseology, to 

determine quickly from a cursory inspection the nature and essence of the technical 

disclosure of the application. The Abstract of the Disclosure is not intended to be limiting as 

to the scope of the present invention in any way.

[00184] Finally, it is the applicant's intent that only claims that include the express 

language "means for" or "step for" be interpreted under 35 U.S.C. 112, paragraph 6. Claims 

that do not expressly include the phrase "means for" or "step for" are not to be interpreted less 

than 35 U.S.C. 112, paragraph 6.
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CLAIMS

1. A system for creating at least one presentation, comprising:

at least one computer;

at least one application operable on the at least one computer, the at least one 

application configured for:

receiving a plurality of assets; and

allowing at least one user to define the at least one presentation over the time that the 

al least one presentation is to be displayed, using at least two assets to be simultaneously 

presented for at least one selected point in time.

2. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured fon 

displaying the at least one presentation.

3. The system of Claim 1, wherein the assets axe interactive and/or non-interactive.

4. The system of Claim 3, wherein the interactive assets comprise at least one widget

5. The system of Claim 3, wherein the non-interactive assets are real-time and/or non 

real-time.

6. The system of Claim 4, wherein the at least one widget is configured fon

gathering user input;

providing dialogue with at least one user;

providing interactivity between at least one user and the at least one presentation;

providing interactivity between at least one user and al least one asset; or
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providing interactivity between multiple users; or

any combination thereof.

7. The system of Claim 4, wherein the at least one widget comprises: at least one text 

chat widget, at least one audio/video chat widget, at least one asset browser widget, at least 

one discussion widget, at least one audio recording/playback widget, at least one video 

recording/playback widget, at least one stream playback widget, at least one audio/video 

editing widget, at least one document viewing widget, at least one document editing widget, 

at least one linking widget, at least one activity widget, at least one slide show 

editing/viewing widget, at least one diagram editing/viewing widget, at least one drawing 

suite widget, at least one whiteboard widget, at least one polling widget, at least one survey 

widget, at least one assessment widget, at least one spreadsheet widget, at least one user list 

widget, at least one source code viewing and editing widget, at least one tracking widget, at 

least one glossary widget, at least one screen sharing and/or screen recording widget, at least 

one wiki widget, at least one bookmark widget, at least one calculator widget, at least one 

presentation index widget, at least one layers widgeL at least one integrations widget, or at 

least one third party platform interactive widget, or any combination thereof.

8. The system of Claim 2, wherein the at least one application is further configured for: 

displaying the assets in at least one layout configuration.

9. The system of Claim 2, wherein the displaying can be done in automatic or manual 

mode.
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10. The system of Claim 9, wherein the at least one user can determine which mode to 

use.

11. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one computer is:

non-networked;

in a television;

connected with at least one intranet,

connected with at least one Internet; or

in at least one mobile device; or

any combination thereof.

12. The system of Claim 11, wherein the at least one mobile device comprises: at least 

one laptop; at least one phone; at least one personal assistant device; at least one tablet 

computer, or any combination thereof

13. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one widget can be displayed on top of at least 

One other widget.

14. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

allowing at least one user to define at least one proposed layout of the at least one 

presentation.

15. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for: 

interacting directly and/or indirectly with at least one user; or

interacting between at least one user and at least one other user; or
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any combination thereof.

16. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

allowing at least one editor to define the at least one presentation by utilizing at least

one track for defining the state of the at least one presentation and/or at least one change of 

the at least one state of the at least one presentation.

17. The system of Claim 16, wherein the at least one track comprises at least one asset 

track and/or at least one control track.

18. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

predicting the at least one editor’s intentions relating to defining the at least one presentation 

by determining where the at least one editor clicks on at least one screen.

19. The system of Claim 18, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

presenting the at least one editor with at least one option for defining the at least one 

presentation.

20. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one appHcation is further configured for 

defining constraints related to at least one user’s ability to modify the at least one 

presentation.

21. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for: 

interacting with at least one user and at least one other user synchronously in real

time, or
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interacting with at least one user and at least one other user asynchronously in non

real-time; or

any combination thereof.

22. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is configured for allowing 

real-time collaboration.

23. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application is further configured for.

allowing at least one user to enter directly into any point in time in any presentation.

24. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one presentation has at least one 

discussion associated with at least one point in time within the at least one presentation.

25. The system of Claim 1, wherein the at least one application, is further configured for 

allowing at least one user to define the at least one presentation using at least one timeline.

26. The system of Claim 5, wherein the real-time assets comprise:

at least one real-time information streams; or

at least one real-time audio stream; or

at least one real-time video stream; or

any combination thereof.

27. The system of Claim 5, wherein the non real-time assets comprise:

at least one document file;

at least one image file;
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at least one time-based file; or

any combination thereof

28. The system of Claim 23, wherein the at least one application is further configured for: 

allowing at least one user to enter directly into any point in time in at least one

presentation, wherein the at least one presentation and the at least one application is 

immediately synchronized to the state of at least one other user’s at least one presentation.

29. A method for creating at least one presentation, comprising:

receiving a plurality of assets utilizing at least one application in communication with 

at least one computer; and

allowing, utilizing the at least one application in communication with the at least one 

computer, at least one user to define the at least one presentation Over the time that the at 

least One presentation is to be displayed, 'using at least two assets to be simultaneously 

presented for at least One selected point in time.

30. The method of Claim 29. wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for:

displaying the at least one presentation.

31. The method, of Claim 29, wherein the assets are interactive and/or non-intcractivc.

32. The method of Claim 31, wherein the interactive assets comprise at least One widget.
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33. The method of Claim 32, wherein the at least one widget comprises: at least one text 

chat widget, at least one audio/video chat widget, at least one asset browser widget, at least 

one discussion widget, at least one audio recording/playback widget, at least one video 

recording/playback widget, at least one stream playback widget, at least one audio/video 

editing widget, at least one document viewing widget, at least one document editing widget, 

at least one linking widget, at least one activity widget, at least one slide show 

editing/viewing widget, at least one diagram editing/viewing widget, at least one drawing 

suite widget, at least one whiteboard widget, at least one polling widget, at least one survey 

widget, at least one assessment widget, at least one spreadsheet widget, at least one user list 

widget, at least one source code viewing and editing widget, at least one tracking widget, at 

least one glossary widget, at least one screen sharing and/or screen recording widget, at least 

one wiki widget, at least one bookmark widget, at least one calculator widget, at least one 

presentation index widget, at least one layers widget, at least one integrations widget, or at 

least one third party platform interactive widget, or any combination thereof.

34. The method of Claim 31, wherein the non-interactive assets are real-time and/or non 

real-time.

35. The method of Claim 30, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for:

displaying the assets in at least one layout configuration.

36. The method of Claim 30, wherein the displaying can be done in automatic or manual 

mode.
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37. The method of Claim 36, wherein the at least one user can determine which mode to 

use.

38. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one computer is: non-networiced; in a 

television; connected with at least one intranet; connected with at least one Internet; or in at 

least one mobile device; or any combination thereof.

39. The method of Claim 38, wherein the at least one mobile device comprises: at least 

one laptop; at least one phone; at least one personal assistant device; at least one tablet 

computer; or any combination thereof

40. The method of Claim 30, wherein at least one widget can be displayed on top of at 

least one other widget

41. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

allowing at least one user to define at least one proposed layout of file at least one 

presentation.

42. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for

interacting directly and/or indirectly with at least one user, or

interacting between at least one user and at least one other user; or

any combination thereof.
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43. The method of Claim 32, wherein the at least one widget is configured for:

gathering user input;

providing dialogue with at least one user;

providing interactivity between at least one user and the at least one presentation;

providing interactivity between at least one user and at least one asset; ar 

providing interactivity between multiple users; or 

airy combination thereof.

44. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for:

allowing at least one editor to define the at least one presentation by utilizing at least 

one track for defining the state of the at least one presentation and/or at least one change of 

the at least one state of the at least one presentation.

45. The method of Claim 44, wherein the at least one track comprises at least one asset 

track and/or at least one control track.

46. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

predicting the at least one editor’s intentions relating to defining the at least one presentation 

by determining where the at least one editor clicks on at least one screen.

47. The method of Claim 46, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

presenting the at least one editor with at least one option for defining the at least one 

presentation.
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48. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured for 

defining constraints related to st least one user’s ability to modify the at least one 

presentation.

49. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for:

interacting with at least one user and at least one other user synchronously in real 

time; or

interacting with at least one user and al least one other user asynchronously in non 

real-time; or

any combination thereof.

50. Ihe method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is configured for 

allowing real-time collaboration.

51. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for:

allowing at least one user to enter directly into any point in time in any presentation.

52. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one presentation has at least one 

discussion associated with at least one point in time within the at least one presentation.

53. The method of Claim 29, wherein the at least one application is fbzther configured for 

allowing at least one user to define the at least one presentation using at least one timeline.
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54. The method of Claim 34, wherein the real-time assets comprise:

at least one real-time information streams;

at least one real-time audio stream; or

at least one real-time video stream; or

any combination thereof,

55. The method of Claim 34, wherein the non real-time assets comprise:

at least one document file;

at least one image file;

at least one time-based file; or

any combination thereof.

56- The method of Claim 50, wherein the at least one application is further configured 

for

allowing at least one user to enter directly into any point in time in at least one 

presentation, wherein the at least one presentation and the at least one application is 

immediately synchronized to the state of at least one other user’s at least one presentation.
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2A
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FIGURE 2B

Creation/Playback Application 120

Host System/Device Input 
(VMeo/Webcam, audlo/mlc, etc.)

User Input 
Analyzer*Router 

Module
240

Can perform analysis of 
all application data and 
state using CARA, aa 
well as update CARA

CARA
Central Application Reference 

and API
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OQXUser Interface Module
280

Stage Module
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Displayed Assets

Timeline Display 
Area Module 
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If potential 
seek 
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time 
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GUI Controls 
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User Input, 
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F

Layout Manager 
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284
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Renderer Module

286
Renders relevant state change+time 
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attaches GUI behaviors to timeline 
area depending on state (such as 
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Stage Change Proxy Monitors values on CARA. Specifically, 
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FIGURE 4
EDITOR 
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FIGURE 29B

Adding a Power Point Widget will change your stage layout from a 
Single Asset Layout to a Dual Asset Layout Please select th© layout 
configuration you want to use.

V
Scene 1 Begins with a Single Asset Layout wfih just a movie on the 
time fine. A user clicks on a blank area of the lime line to setoff a 
chain of events.

Scene 2 represents a context-eware pop-up menu that presents a 
user with a list of options. These menu options are dynamic and 

,. 2 j ranked by what a users highest probable desire is, based on where
they dieted on the time One. In this scenario the user elects to 
added a new asset at the specified time.

Based on the user's previous selection, ‘Add a new Asset,’ a new 
options menu is presented asking the user to select what type of 
Asset he/she would fite to add to the time Hne. In this scenario, the 
user selects a ’Power Point Asset.

Based on what type of Asset a user selects to add, the system 
sends the user down a unique path, pertaining to the selected 
asset In this scene, the user is being asked to upload the Power 
Point file they wish to use.

In scene 5 the user Is asked which slldefs) they would Hke to be 
displayed at the given or determined point in time. Here a user 
selects a particular sUde/sIkie number.

Because this Is the first slide that ths user is adding to the time line 
in this scenario, the system notifies them that the addition of this 
asset will change the stage layout A default stage layout Is 
automatically selected by ths system, and the user is give the option 
to choose an alternate layout scenario, if they so desire.
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Notes
Scene 1 being with a 2 asset Layout with a video synced to a Power 
Point presentation. A user clicks on the existing video asset at time 
12.22.
Soane 2 represents a context-aware pop-up menu that presents a user 
with a list of options. These menu options are dynamic and ranked by 
what a users highest probable desire is, based on where they clicked on 
the time line. In this scenario the User elects to define a new Time
Control Asset

Based on the user's previous selection, ‘Define a new Time Control 
Asset,* a new options menu Is presented asking the user to select what 
type of Time Control Asset they would like to add to the time One. In this 
scenario, the user selects an ‘Audio Asset*.

In scene 5 and audio playback widget is loaded, slowing the user to 
preview the audio file. Optionally, the system aBows the to also do 
some basic editing of the audio file, if they so desire. The user is also 
asked, where they would fito to insert the Audio File. Selecting ‘Insert at 
Specified Time* will divide the Existing Video Clip In two segments: one 
before the audio dip and the remainder after the audio segment is 
finished.

The user is notified that there will be a change In the stage layout, since 
an audio file has nothing to display. As a result, at the specified Time, 
the stage will switch from a two channel layout to a single channel 
layout.

Scene 7 shows the change In stage layout, and the changes in the time 
line. There is a small ‘Single Channel Icon* Indicating the stage layout 
change in the Widget layout Control Track. Additionally, the addition of 
a time control trade compresses the previous time line relative to the 
increase in time of the overall presentation.
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3305

User Gesture

3310

Determine which track was gestered to

3315

Determine potential intended actions 
from context of gesture

3320

Present Potential Actions to user with 
cascading precedence to most likely 

Intended action
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For remote 
server, can be 
connection via 
any IP/Sodret 
Protocol

Invoke Data 
Loedec/Initial 
Application 
Updated Module 
w/ InNiaUzatlon . 
Pay toed Data

Begin Incoming 
Date Processer 
Listening to 
Network 
Communication 
I/O Manager For 
realtime 
communications/ 
messages/data 
payloads

FIGURE 38A
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Listen for/Process Incoming 
Information Presentation Data

FIGURE 38B
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FIGURE 39A

EDITING A RECORDED OR EXISTING INFOMRATION
PRESENTATION

Professor X gave a five presentation In 
front of an audience that was recorded 
using an editor mode embodiment, and 
now he Is editing it, so he canj^ubfish it 
oriline.

Professor X Is sitting in his office, 
reviewing his presentation. At one 
point in his presentation, Professor

* X notices that some of Ns material 
need to be edited, so he pauses the

* presentation at the designated spot

Professor X delivered an Information 
presentation as a live online seminar 
using an editor mode embodiment using 
his desktop computer and also had the 
application in record mode, one year 
ago that he wants to rouse, edit and 
publish.

I
I 
j
I
f
I

r 
c
I
I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i Professor X cBcks on the relevant
{slide display indicator on the
1 multiple track time line and uses the
> user interface to switch It out with an 
i updated version of the sHde he has 
I created. (For details see CHcfeSHde 

.hJsKSsstt.—

I
I
I
I

4

(Click on S de Number)
4 · t »*" I 

I 
I 
I 1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 1 
I 
J.

SlnBfe Track 
MuBRlack 
Settings

Settings:
Save as Template
Save Presentation on Drive 
Publish to server for Viewing

Once Professor X is finished malting Edit 
to his presentation, he detides to publish 
the presentation for On Demand Viewing. 
Professor X goes into the settings of the 
presentation by right dieting on the time 
line bar and selecting "Settings.'

f
I
1 
I
I I
I
I

I ! i I
•
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FIGURE 39B

! Professor X Switches from run-
• tlmefolayback mode to editor-mode 
; by right clicking on the time line and 
; selecting ΈάΙΓ

i A MultiTrack Time line appears on
i the screen and Professor Xis now · 
i in Edit Mode.

Next Professor X must update the accompanying Video. He could record a 
new video presentation using his web cam, but he wants to keep the Integrity 
of tiie presentation intact and mask Ms edits. So. Professor X opts to Include 
his ecfit as an Aurfio track. He dicks on the time line asset Video at the
specified time, uploads his new Audio File, and locks the stage into a single 
channel view, so viewers only hear hie voice and see the newly defined slide, 
(for more details on editing Time Line assets, see Click-Defined Time line^7>. 
Asset Story.) ___ _______ ____ _______ ____ (-¼.¾

ί

ΐ Once Professor X publishes the presentation to the server for 
J viewing and configures the permission settings, his edited
[ presentation is ready to be viewed online!
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Julie is watching a presentation by 
Professor X and using the document 
editing widget to createfedlt notea aa she 
views the presentation.

FIGURE 42A
Multiple Usage Scenarios: Predefined Presentation in Run Time 
Mode with Real-Time Widgets and Real-Time Collaboration 
Mode

J confused by a few of the topics in the
[ presentation. Julie activates the available user 
ι list widget to see if any other users are available 
i to Interact or collaborate, in order for her to work 
i together with other users on the topic she '» 
[ confused about

John
(on his mobile device)

OH I wil send you an 
Invite to collaborate, so 
we can compere noteal

Hey»,4j6ttetaBc about Ites '
j farther once r am h front of rry 
coqyufer. Glye nae 5 minutes! j

Julie
John, who is both Julie'e "friend· and classmate, is on his ride home from work, but ie on his mobile 
device’s own chat/message application and sees and responds to Julia's request JuBe asks John to 
view and collaborate within the presentation, vid though he could do so from hb mobile phone, he 
asks to wait until he can access from Ns laptop computer.

When John arrives home, he opens up his e-mail and clicke on the link Julie sent him. He logs Into 
the system, and is taken to the presentation. Johns presentation b the synced to Julie’s presentation 
and workspace. The system automatically activates video chat widget, replacing the text chat wtoget 
All collaborators in the presentation have their own curaor/mouse control pointer/indicator and can all 
together at the same time, view every other collaborator's pointer indicator as well as each 
Independently control the presentation. Julia shows John the presentation segment that she has 
trouble with and discusses via audio chat with John her notes.
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Multiple Usage Scenarios: Predefined Presentation in Run Time 
Mode with Real-Time Widgets and Real-Time Collaboration 
Mode, Part 2

As John and Jude are dfecusslng the 
topic. A notification indicating that 
Professor X has come online pops up. 
John Immediately recommends they 
bring him Into the conversation and 
seekdarillcation from Nm. He dick on 
the notification.

I 
I 
I
I 
I
I 
I 
I 
1
I 
I
I 
I
I 
I 
»
I

I 
I
I 
I
I 
I

invite Professor k to Join the 
presentation
Type your message here:_________
Hedo Professor,
Jutie and I are having difficulty with 
X.Y42.
Do you haven moment to help us?

Automatically activate the following 
collaborative widgets when the user Joins 

0 Mouse Control Sharing

Cancel

Professor X then navigates to and 
activates the white board widget, so 
he can write and draw explanations 
far John and to view.

PmfesnrXWTabM; 
Computer Painter

[The white board widget appears on screen. Because 
] Professor X*s tablet computer has a touch screen, 
■he can draw/wrfte using his fingertips or a stylus on 1 
[the touchscreen. He draws and writes explanations 

?\ 'with Jude and John also draw and write on the white

Finally Julie gets the answer and 
understands the topic! She thanks 
Professor X and John for all of their 
help.

■
; Jude ends the collaborative mode and 
{work session by clicking on the green
■ sharing notification and clicking "End.*
I
I
I
I
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FIGURE 43B
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■ Once Professor X understands the
J problem closes out the video player 
; widget because he doesn’t need it

Professor X agrees to help John and Julie, and joins 
from his tablet computer, where he is then synced 
with the presentation and workspace. John and Julie, 
explain their confusion by showing him the segment 
of his presentation that Is troubling them and their 
accompanying notes,

When Professor X Is finished with his 
explanation, he writes another 
problem for JuHe to solve, in order to 
make sure that she firmly grasps the 
concept

Julie decides that to solve the problem, she'd fee to also use 
the calculator widget Julie uses her cursor pointer control and 
doses the document presentation widget containing the slides 
and activates the calculator widget JuUe moves the widget to a 
location that suits her teste by dragging it where ahe wants, and 
begins to solve the problem.

Once she ends collaborative mode session, the 
presentation can automatically revert to its state 
previous to collaboration, and Julie can also revert 
back to automatic mode as wen.
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FIGURE 44B

Scene 1 depicts an editor/presenter delivering a live presentation in New 
York at 12:00 PM. A live audience is witnessing the presenter deliver a 
In-person presentation. As the presenter derivers the in person 
presentation, he uses an embodiment of the system in edit mode to edit/ 
define the presentation “on the fly”, (changing the state of the Information 
presentation, such as adding/removing assets and changing layout, etc) 
throughout the duration of the presentation. Additionally, the system is 
set Into the record sub-mode and records the state changes and their 
times as the information presentation is being edited/deflned and 
delivered in real time.

Scene 2 & 3 take place in London where is it 5:00 PM. Using the system 
in run-time mode, users are able to witness and Interact with the 
information presentation and with other available users, including the 
editor, In real-time, using such capabilities as the chat widget, video chat 
etc. In scene 2, the User is witnessing the presentation in Automatic 
mode. In other words, he is viewing the presentation exactly as the 
presenter spedfied/spedfles. In Scene 2, the presented has specified a 3 
channel layout that includes a live video feed, a Power Point 
Presentation, and a Calculator Widget

In Scene 3, however, the user has opted to ran the live presentation In 
manual mode, configuring his workspace (as allowed by the presenter) to 
his liking. The user In Scene 3 has opted to listen the audio stream of the 
live presentation, while viewing the sides, and activating the chat widget 
to converse with other users.

Scenes 4 & 5 take place in Tokyo, Japan. Since it is 1:00AM in Japan at 
tiie time of the live presentation, users will opt not to not see the 
presentation until they wake up the next morning.

In Scene 4, a user is viewing the published on-demand version of the 
infonnation presentation. The user can view It In automatic mode, seeing 
the presentation exactly as the instructor intended/defined/recorded, or 
the user may (where permitted by the editor) modify the layout of the 
presentation and view it in manual mode.

In Scene 5 a user is viewing a non-real time version of the presentation, 
but is chatting with the professor who delivered the presentation at a time 
in which both parties happen to be online.
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FIGURE 48A
DISCUSSION WIDGET EXAMPLE USING QUESTION AND
ANSWER STYLE CONFIGURATION

65/103

On pointing her mouse over 
each pin, questfonstanswecs 
related to th· specific point In 
time the pin is representing can 
appear in a window using the

June watches the 
presentation, she finds there is a 
1O|MC uW 9Π0 006$ not 
understand and has a question 
regardng. She point* her mouse 
over the 1 or more pins that may 
appear on the time Im near the 
pOTuOii or mo «νοπΜοοη 
presentation she le watching.

Jule is watching an Information presentation by Professor X. 
Julie has opted to activate question/answer display on the 
information time line. In the example, various questions and _____________
answers related to the Information presentation are represented 
on the time line by yellow pins, placed at specific points m time on and answer configured 
the time line that the questions/Snswere are related to. dheusaien widget

Julie's question gels sent to multiple 
locations, including the discussion 
board, and as e-meti to Professor 
X*s e-mail and mobile phone. 
Embedded in the e-mail is a link to 
the exact moment and time of the 
information presentation that Jule 
has a question about, eo users can 
dick on it and review the content In 
the context of Julie's question.

i When Professor X arrives at his office the next day, he notices 
i that he has received an e-mail question* from Julie. He opens up 
t the e-mafl, reads Jutie's question and clicks on the embedded 
I link. Professor X reviews tire portion of the presentation that Julie 
J has a question about end responds through the question and 
i answer configured discussion widget by pressing on the "Answer 
| button.
c 
f
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FIGURE 48B
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Julia cannot find any questions and answers 
related to her own question, and the decides to 
activate the search widget to search other course 
content such as discussion boards regarding her 
topic

Julie's search produces no results, so 
JuDe activates the "ask a question* 
portion of the question and answer 
configured discussion widget, upon 
which a dialog box appears, where JuDe 
enters and submits her question.

Question:
What Is the accounting Cyde and how 
doss It Impact the Balance Sheet?

Answer:

> z I»9 I fe b·»

0E-mail 0 Diaousdon Board 0ArcNva
•<v

( Submit }

I

I 
I
I
I

t 
I
I
I 
I
I 
I
I 
I
I
1

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I

Professor X feels that Julie's question is a ■
very good one, and wants to archive the [
question and his answer into the Information i 
presentation, such that it can be previewed * 
using the preview portion of the question and i 
answer configured discussion widget related ] 
to the time line of the Information preservation. '

I

The archived questions and answer now appears 
represented in the information presentation on the 
time line at the point in time that the original 
question wee asked. This "archives” the question 
and answer for foture viewers of the information 
presentation to reference at that point in time of 
the Information presentation.
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FIGURE 75A
ADVANCED CREATION OF AN INFORMATION PRESENTATION PART 1

predefined information presentation i ■ ne creation piayoecK application 
using an editor mode embodiment ’ iopens in editor mode wit the multi
using his desktop computer or | track time Hne visible. Professor X
tablet PC or mobCe/smart phone, or | sets the initial state of the 
other computingAxmtroller device ! presentation to use a video 
or any combination thereof J recoiding/ptayback widget and a

I 
I

I
I 

u

I
I

Detailed view of the multi-track timeline, 
demonstrating how during the recording of an 
information presentation, that all changes of 
state of any sort to the assets, widgets or 
Information presentation are recorded, as well

IIIIIIII•III II II I

Adding “Another Diagram” to stage
El Use automatic layout [
□ Replace [Some Documentl"^J 

IZEJ ■

---------- V------------------------- i
i The user interface presents Professor X with------ ■
! various options for adding the diagram to the ·
! stage and information presentation using a ! 
! diagram viewing edtting/wMget, including ‘
! automatic layout options where the application } 
i automatically detects the best layout option. The ■ 
| application can also automatically add the j
J diagram asset or widget to the stage without i

Create New Layer

B Copy widgets? 
El Make User EcHtable 
B Persist User Changes 
B ANcw user timeane

More options
Next professor X decides he'd Hire 
to how some supplementary 
information in the presentation, but 
leave the existing widgets and 
layout Intact To do this, Professor 
X can use the layers widget, to 
create a new layer on the stage.
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What would you Ilka to record?

\z---
Next Professor X activates record

B VHeo/Web Camara 
ES Page Changes on document 
0 Everything Mnra notions

] Professor X dicks "Start Recording* and 
; proceeds to record himself giving a 
i presentation. At hb point Professor X b

I

!
IIII11I1I)IIIIII
} mode. The user interface presents

i the user interaction and configuration of ί recording himself on video and audio and 
{theinfcmnationpraeentafionatth· proceeds through the first few pages of
I

Jl

LI I I
I
III1
I 
III II1I
IIII II>I I II I

Create New
Slide Deck |
Document

My Assets
Same Document 1 
Some Dleqraml 
Another Diagram 
Another Diagram 2 
Anlmegejpq 
StoftDecklppt

After creating the new layer, Professor X adds a new slide show editing/viewing widget to the 
layer on the stage. Professor X edits the slide show, adding some text in bullet points form, then 
adds a calculator the to screen and performs an example calculation, aH of which b still being 
recorded.
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My Assets
Same Document 1 
Some Diagram! 
Another Diagram χ
Another Diagram 2 
AnlmMCilw

► Create New

{A short way Into his presentation, Professor X decides he'd like to better explain 
| a concept and will engage a few other assets, and widgets to do so. First, using 
> the asset browser widget, Professor X locales a relevant diagram. Professor X 
; could have also chosen to creels and display a new diagram
I

ί Using various keyboard shortcuts and/Or on screen prompts and the Hee, Professor Xis 
} able to draw on/wfthln and/or interact with both Individual widgets or assets, as well as 
[ the stage as a whole. For example Professor X makes some modifications to the 
J diagram in real time, the state changes for which are being recorded. Likewise, Professor 
i X can draw shapes overlaying and overlapping the various assets on the stage (this is an 
! example of assets end widgets displaying on top of one another.

I
[ Professor X then changes back to the first layer to continue with the 
> main portion of the presentation.
I
IIί
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| After locating the point in the Information presentation 
| where the diagram was added, Professor X now begins
} interacting with the diagram vlewfng/sdffing widget and the 
* application in order to create the Inks he would like.

Create link to 
O Point In time...

Create link to assetfwMget 
Select an asset Isom· Docu^wt 1 Q

®l Other assets/widoete I
O Layer '
O Other Information presentations 
OuRlorURL 1 ' O Add asset to stage 

• Display asset modally
Shw,Advanced | t
Mwwtiom I 50 I

j Professor X continues to link several other objects within the diagram, using all of the different
* linking types. The creation of each link type works slmiarty to that described in 16, wherein after
[ right-cficWng, then selecting a link type, the user/edltor (i.e., ProfessorX) is presented with special 
i dialog boxes for cresting that fink type.
r

Professor X finishes creating the presentation and 
uses the save capability of the system 100 and 
creatton/playback application to save the presentation.
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ADVANCED DELIVERY OF AN INFORMATION PRESENTATION PART 1

Preser^X’sTabirtPC'ConioCer

R Present a PoIVSurvey

Other UsePe Device’» Screen

Seiea Polfingfeurvey question from 1
motion bank 1

OR Enter question and answers MamonSo»a

Enter question here

Enter answer here (one per line)

Γθθ'

Users can be either 
inlhelveaudfence 
or ramate audience 
and can be using a 
desktop PC, a 
mobletanartphone, a 
tablet PC, a 
television, or any 
other computing or 
audtoffleual device.

I I
I

Professor X next chooses to display one or 
more poll questions to the usare and audience, 
using the polling widget In this embodiment he 
Is able to select a poll/survey question from a 
bank of existing questions or he can create a 
new question.

I
I
I
I
I 
i 
I
I 
I 
a
I
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FIGURE 76C

Presenter Xto Tablet PC Controller Screen
Professor X monitors the poire results. When he Is 
satisfied or all or enough users have submitted their 
responses, he can dose the poll and choose whether 
or not to display the results to the users.

Other Users' Device's Screen.

POLL RESULTS:
Whattyourei predicoofsucceedinB? 

29¼ of users hive responded 
(10 have responded, waiting for 30)

A) Practice
B) Visualize
C) Focus hard

3 Votes (30%)
5 Votes (50%)
2 Votes (20%)

Close Poll
0 Shew («sub to uasre now?
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FIGURE 76D
ADVANCED DELIVERY OF AN INFORMATION PRESENTATION PART 2

• Racoraln

Camera2 
Interactive White
board
Protector 1
Sl ide Pack 1 not

Next, Presenter X decides to do a 
hands on demonstration for the users 
using the document camera. Presenter 
X uses the Integrations widget to 
switch the current video feed to the 
connected document camera.

Spresenter X dicks the tool icon to 
access the integrations widget end 
selects to route the document camera 
to the screen In place of the current 
video on the stage.

Tools

Add to stage a new video

Presenter X sees Full 
set of controls over 
his desktop (which he 
can also hide). Users 
wll see Banted set of 
controls based on 
constraints

What users see
(Presenter X’s computer desktop and 
applications
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